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This research work deals with the application of the phase shifting transformer in 
improving the steady state performance and voltage stability of transmission network 
that has transmission lines at different voltage levels running in parallel to each other.  
 
Transmission power system networks are usually developed using lines built at a certain 
voltage level initially. As power demand requirements increase, building of the new 
lines at the same voltage level becomes necessary. However, lesser and lesser 
improvements in transfer capacity are realised when the additional lines are built. This 
prompts utilities to consider higher voltages for future lines as these have a higher 
transfer capacity. Utilities usually lay, i.e., they build in parallel, newer, higher voltage 
transmission lines along side the existing lower voltage ones. 
 
Power flow in power system is mainly influenced by impedances of equipment. If the 
combined impedance of the existing, lower voltage transmission system is relatively 
less than the impedance of the newer, higher voltage ones, power may primarily flow 
through it rather than via the newer, parallel higher voltage transmission network.  This 
may lead to a serious underutilisation of the newer infrastructure with a higher 
transmission capacity.  
 
Transmission networks similar to the one described above are common throughout the 
world. This study was undertaken towards finding solutions to the problem of under 
utilisation of such transmission lines.  
 
The study was performed by first reviewing the literature on the use of phase shifting 
transformers to redirect power flow in transmission networks throughout the world. This 
was followed by analysis of the theory on how and what determines the power flow in 
power networks. Several simulations of varying the phase of the phase shifting 
transformer were performed on the Cape network, as a case study, to investigate the 
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impact on the power flow distribution and voltage stability performance of the 765 kV 
and 400 kV transmission lines carrying power to the Western Cape. 
 
In this dissertation, it has been demonstrated that a phase shifting transformer can be 
used to alter the power flow patterns so that power flows are restructured or 
redistributed, such that power which originally flowed via the low impedance, lower 
voltage system is transferred to the parallel higher voltage transmission system of lines. 
It is shown that once the power flows are redistributed, steady state and voltage stability 
performance of the total system can be enhanced and an increase in its power transfer 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1. Initial Transmission System 
 
 A transmission power system network serves to transfer bulk electrical power to the load 
centres, from the power generating stations wherever they are located, which may be 
nearby or in remote locations.  
 
Transmission lines are built to meet current and future load requirements as per load 
forecast. They are usually developed first by constructing transmission lines at a certain 
selected voltage. The selected voltage is determined based on the maximum power that 
needs to be transmitted by that transmission line. 
 
The transmission lines, transformers and the other transmission equipment capacities are 
determined by their stability limits [1 - 6]. The stability limit of a transmission line is the 
maximum amount of power that can be transferred for which the power system will 
remain stable if a disturbance occurs [3, 4, 6]. The disturbances may be of different 
forms, for example, electrical faults which may occur in the power system, causing 
temporary loss of one part or more parts of the system, requiring other parts of the system 
to transfer more power than it is meant to transfer.  
 
A well designed and operated transmission system network must be able to withstand any 
of the mentioned disturbances to a certain degree without loss of stability. A disturbed 
transmission system displays varying voltage levels and the power angle. If the instability 
situation is allowed to persist the unwanted voltages level may degrade further leading to 
part or entire electrical power system black out.  
 
The most common form of instability in the transmission networks is the one of voltage 
instability and is the progressive reduction of voltages on the network buses [7]. The 
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main contributing factor to voltage instability is the voltage reduction that occurs when 
active power and reactive power flow through the inductive reactance of the transmission 
network: this limits the capability of the transmission network to transfer power and leads 
to unstable voltages [6 - 8]. 
 
Even under normal operations, when load grows and the power demands at the receiving 
end increases, the current carried by the transmission system also increases. This increase 
in loading leads to lines reaching their transfer limits eventually. 
 
1.2. Introduction of Higher Voltage Transmission Lines 
 
The power transfer capacity of high voltage transmission lines is directly proportional to 
the square of the voltage level and the phase angle difference between the sending and 
receiving ends of the transmission line. It is also inversely proportional to the impedance 
of the transmission line.  
 
As power requirements increase, the transfer limit of existing lines is reached, and 
building of additional transmission lines at the same voltages becomes necessary. 
However, as additional lines are built at the same voltage, lesser and lesser improvements 
in transfer capacity are realised. This leads to utilities considering building future lines at 
higher voltages as these have a higher transfer capability as discussed above.  
 
In addition, to higher transfer capability, higher voltages allow more efficient transfer of 
electrical energy since, at higher voltages, for a given amount of power to be transferred, 
lesser current will flow, meaning lesser active power losses for the operation [2, 3]. 
 
Although higher voltage lines require more insulation and wider servitudes, the 
economics and environmental impact of moving to the higher voltage, in comparison to 
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having a number of parallel transmission lines, are usually in favour of higher voltage 
option. 
 
Transmission systems are operated under different loading conditions, ranging from high 
load to low load conditions. Under these conditions, the voltage levels at various 
locations in the system are affected. When an uncompensated transmission line is loaded 
above its surge impedance loading, the voltage level at the receiving end decreases, and 
when loaded below the surge impedance loading, the voltage increases. 
 
Operation of transmission lines above their surge impedance loadings requires reactive 
power to be supplied to them in order to maintain the transmission voltage level within 
the required limits. Higher voltage transmission lines are able to supply this required 
reactive power because of their ability to supply higher charging current. 
 
1.3. Power Flow Control Limitations 
Power flows in transmission power system networks do not necessarily follow a specified 
transmission path, but are predetermined by the network topology. The flow is inherently 
determined by voltage levels, the impedance between sending and receiving ends and the 
power angle difference of the interconnected nodes or buses [9]. The ability to control 
these parameters offers the power system utilities many benefits including controlling the 
loading of the lines and better utilisation of the power system infrastructure. 
 
In order to assert some form of control on the power flow, power system utilities utilise 
available technologies, transformers, inductors and capacitors in medium to long 
transmission lines to increase their capacity and to maintain voltages near rated values. 
 
Power system networks are normally operated within 5% deviation from the nominal 
voltage level in order to protect equipment of the utilities and those of the users. Low 
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voltage causes the customer motor currents to increase or motors to stall, and higher 
currents results in thermal damage to the end user motors. Therefore, utilities are 
obligated to provide power to end customers at prescribed voltage limits and, as a 
consequence, voltage variation offers the system operator a very limited control to 
influence power transfer throughout the power system network. 
 
The remaining parameters, i.e., power system network impedance and power angle, 
remain the main parameters that can be controlled to substantially influence the amount 
and power transfer path throughout the power system network. 
 
1.3.1 Series Impedance Control 
 
As already discussed earlier, power flow through a transmission line is expressed in terms 
of the sending and receiving voltages, the phase angle difference between the said 
voltages and the total reactance between the sending-end and receiving-end busbars. 
Utilities primarily employ available technologies to reduce series reactance lines in order 
improve transmission lines power transfer capability. The use of series capacitors is well-
established for this purpose. With the power electronics incorporated, forming what is 
called Flexible AC Transmission Systems, the thyristor controlled series capacitors can 
be used to optimize power flow through the transmission network systems, to control 
network voltages and to increase network stability [5, 6, 10]. 
 
1.3.2 Voltage Control 
Voltage variation can be used to influence power flow through the power transmission 
system network. However, as it was earlier described voltages of the power system must 
be maintained within specified limits as a measure to protect end user equipment and own 
utilities power system equipment because they are designed to operate within specified 
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voltage limits. Changing voltage can be a technique for altering power flow, and devices, 
such as shunt capacitors, are useful for this purpose.  
 
1.3.3 Power Angle Control 
The control of the power flow using power angle was recognised very long time ago [11] 
and throughout the development of the power transmission network power, system 
operators have utilised the phase shifting transformer to alter the voltage power angle to 
control the power flow. It is this method that is the central point of this research work. 
 
1.4. Parallel Higher Voltage Transmission Lines  
It has been described above, that the development of a transmission power system 
network usually starts at a certain high voltage level depending on the current and future 
power transfer capacity requirements. As the economy develops and power demand 
requirements increase, more and more of the transmission lines have to be added to 
enhance transmission capacity.  
 
However, as the system is expanded at the original voltage level, beyond a certain point, 
additional transmission lines do not yield acceptable benefit to the power system transfer 
capacity.  
 
At such a juncture, power system utilities usually consider introducing newer 
transmission lines at higher voltage level than was previously used. This is because of 
higher transfer capability at higher voltages and associated improvement in the efficiency 
of operation when higher voltages are used (e.g., saving in losses, less servitudes, less 




If higher voltage lines are commissioned, the resulting transmission network will a have a 
layout comprising a low impedance transmission network of parallel lines constructed at 
the original transmission voltage level operated in parallel with higher voltage 
transmission lines, constructed in later phases. 
 
It has also been shown above that real power flow in any power system network is 
primarily determined by the power transmission network impedance characteristics. 
Therefore, the power flow in the above described system may tend to disproportionately 
flow in the lower voltage transmission lines, because the path through these lines are of 
lower impedance, despite the existence of newer, higher voltage transmission lines 
having higher power transfer capability. This may result in the underutilisation of the 
higher voltage transmission line or the entire corridor, and a generally lesser efficient 
operation. 
 
The aim of this research is to investigate the utilisation of the phase shifting transformer 
in redirecting the power flow from the lower voltage, low impedance transmission system 
to the higher voltage transmission lines in parallel with the original network. It is 
believed that by implementing this restructuring of power flows using a phase shifting 
transformer, improvement in the overall steady state voltage and voltage stability 
performance of the total power corridor, comprising both existing lines and newer ones at 
higher voltage will be enhanced. 
 
1.5. Structure of the Dissertation 
Chapter 2 presents literature review of the existing literature on the use of phase shifting 
transformer to influence power flows in power networks. The aim is to establish different 





The theory applicable to the use of the phase shifting transformer to control active power 
is reviewed in Chapter 3. It is then expanded to describe how a phase shifting transformer 
can be used to restructure power flows in higher voltage lines built in parallel with a low 
impedance network. 
 
A case study was done on a large power system to assess the proposed use of the phase 
shifting transformer. The methodology used to conduct the study and gather data is 
explained in Chapter 4. 
 
The results of the case study are presented and described in detail in Chapter 5. 
 
The conclusions of the study are summarised in Chapter 6. 
 
1.6. Publication 
During the course of this research, one paper was prepared and presented at an 
international, peer-reviewed conference. This was the IEEE AFRICON 2011 conference 
held in Livingstone, Zambia during 15 - 18 September 2011. The paper is contained in 




Chapter 2: Review of Applications of Phase Shifting Transformers 
2.1. Introduction 
As discussed in Chapter 1, the intended purpose of this research work is to evaluate the 
possibility of using the phase shifting transformer to enhance the efficiency of a network 
consisting of a low impedance power transmission corridor with higher voltage 
transmission lines built in parallel with it. In this chapter some of the existing literature 
on the use of the phase shifting transformer throughout the world is reviewed and 
presented. 
 
2.2. Initial Application of Phase Shifting Transformer 
In order to increase reliability, to allow exchange of electrical power within the utility 
and with entities outside of utility, interconnection of the initially isolated power system 
networks is necessary [12]. However, complications such as instability due to 
transmission lines overloading, loop flows and parallel flows in the power transmission 
lines arise. Phase shifting transformers have been used or are being explored throughout 
the world to solve some of these problems. 
 
The use of phase shifting transformers to control power flow was recognized early in the 
electrical power system development and early studies of its application were published 
in the 1930s [11]. Here, the author relates the problem of controlling power flows through 
the power system network which at that time had evolved from small power system 
networks that had originally being developed in isolation and was now becoming a large 
interconnected power system network.  
 
In the original small systems, power flow control was easily achieved by initial power 
system development coordination, selecting parallel circuits, compensation or simply by 
having a proper system setup. But the advent of inter-company connections brought 
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about connecting system that were not initial planned to be connected and resulted in the 
power system network characteristics that made it difficult to control the power flow.  
The author discusses the power flow control by altering the transmission voltage phase 
angle and thereby achieving the control required in the system that had closed rings and 
parallel paths. The reference gives the description of the actual tests performed on an 
interconnected system involving five power companies and the results supported well, the 
proposition that the phase angle regulation can achieve the required power flow control in 
a system that have ring or parallel power flows. 
 
2.3. Phase Shifting Transformers in Cross Border Power Flow Control 
There are a considerable number of recent publications n studies and actual 
implementation of power flow control using phase shifting transformers on the 
interconnected grid of Belgium, France, Germany and Netherlands [13 - 19].  
 
 




In these publications, it is indicated that as a result of deregulation of the European 
electricity industry, cross border trading is common and cross border interconnections are 
no longer only used to support the neighbouring electricity grid in times of emergency, 
but have become an integral part of the wholesale supply of electrical energy to users 
throughout the Western Europe. This has led to some inter-tie connections being 
overloaded to an extent that their initially intended purpose to enhance reliability of the 
interconnected systems is close to being compromised. 
 
The above referenced countries’ grids are connected as in Figure 1 above and Belgium is 
further connected to France in the South. The existing power flows showed that as a 
result of uncontrolled power flows on the interconnections, there are some unexpected 
power flows across some inter-ties leading to overloading whereas other inter-ties are 
carrying little load. 
 
The publications showed in detail, and in support of each other, that the power flow 
through the electric power system does not follow a specified path, but follow a 
transmission path according to the electrically least resistive path. And because of this 
phenomenon, it is possible that transmission systems that have nothing to do with the 
energy sales become involved in the transmission of such energy, leading to the 
transmission capacity usage that has no business benefit at all from the energy trading 
transaction. 
 
As a result of the uncontrolled power flows described above, the European transmission 
system operators instituted studies on how to influence such flows. The studies carried 
out showed that the use of phase shifting transformer to control the power flows, in such 
a manner that power flows are made to flow where intended has the benefits of 
alleviating the thermally overloaded interconnections and thus increasing the inter-




Furthermore, in reference [16] the authors presented optimization methods that could be 
used to determine the best settings for a number of phase shifting transformers installed 
in meshed grids. This is because the studies showed that a control of power flow in one 
line affect the neighbouring transmission lines. These methods would enhance the 
utilisation of the total transfer capacity of the transmission lines because without 
analytical methods system operator tends to be very conservative when allocating transfer 
capacity. The system operators set safety margin on non-analytical methods, such as trial 
and error, rather than scientific based reasoning. 
 
In reference [14], Verboomen, et al., discuss principles of the phase shifting transformers 
and their different forms that exist today. The different forms are based on how the phase 
shifting transformers are constructed and how they bring about the voltage angle control. 
The authors further discuss the case study of the phase shifting transformers installed on 
the Netherlands-Germany interconnection to control power flows and how the phase 
shifting transformer improved the power flow control on the said interconnection as 
discussed before. 
 
In reference [13, 19], Van Hertem, et al., discuss the problems encountered by power 
system operators in deregulated electricity industries, such as the European one. They 
evaluated the use of the phase shifting transformers and High Voltage Direct Current 
Transmission [HVDC] systems to reduce the power system losses, in comparison with 
other power flow control devices.  
 
The authors showed that power flow controlling devices including the phase shifting 
transformers can reduce the power system losses. However, in meshed power systems, 
the deployment of power flow control devices must be well coordinated for the benefit of 
all. Otherwise, if one Transmission System Operator were to operate a phase shifting 
transformer located in his local control area without looking or coordinating with his 
neighbouring control area, the latter phase shifting transformer operated may counteract 
the actions of the previous one. This is supported by Marinakis, et al., [20] whose work 
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showed that control of phase shifting transformers by multiple transmission operators 
must be well coordinated for economic benefit of the overall transmission system 
network. 
 
Verboomen, et al., [15, 17, 18, 21] propose analytical optimization methods that can be 
used to select optimal settings of multiple phase shifting transformers installed on 
multiple inter-connectors to control the power flow. This is in line with the observation 
that Van Hertem made in reference [13] above that each phase shifting transformer 
installed on the line has an influence on the power flows on the line it is installed at as 
well as neighbouring lines.  
 
References [22, 23] discuss the phase shifting transformer application on the 
interconnections of the Austria, Croatia, France, Italy, Slovenia and Switzerland grids.  
 
 




The publications similarly express concerns on uncontrolled parallel power flows and 
overloading of some transmission facilities attributed to the deregulation of the electricity 
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industry in the region. Because of non-deterministic nature of the electricity trading the 
countries, Transmission System Operators [TSOs] operate the transmission facilities well 
below their capacity levels to allow the system to carry these unallocated energy transfer 
and to allow the transmission system networks to cope with emergency energy transfer if 
some disturbances were to occur. Figure 2 above indicates the actual power imports 
distribution into the Italian power system network following an installation of a phase 
shifting transformer on the Italian network [23].  
 
The phase shifting transformer enables the Italian Transmission System Operator to 
operate the transmission power system in a secure manner as the distribution allows more 
flows on the France-Italy inter-tie relieving the near thermally overloaded North-Western 
Italian transmission network [23]. 
 
Point of view/influence of Phase shifting 
transformer of electric power system of the 
Czech Republic  
Stage 1 
(400 kV – 2xPST) 
Stage 2 
(400 kV – 2xPST 
220 kV – 2xPST) 
Regulation of cross border power flows 
according to requirements/plan 
Partial Full - value 
Increase of possibilities of electricity export 
from Czech Republic 
Utilizable Considerable 
Preventing of overloading the lines at n-1 
regimes 
Yes Yes 
Increase of cross border transmission capacities 
on profiles in Czech Republic 
Partial Considerable 
Redistribution of cross border power flows in 
the power system 
Yes Yes 
Control of flow relations between 400 kV and 
220 kV networks in Czech Republic 
Partial Maximum 
Reduction of losses in transmission network of 
Czech Republic as caused by transits 
No Yes 
 
Table 1: Evaluation of Phase Shifting Transformers Application on Czech Republic 




Other published applications [24] are of the interconnection of the Czech Republic and its 
neighbouring countries of Austria, Germany, Poland and Slovakia. Ptacek, et al., in this 
publication discuss similar experiences as the ones mentioned from the West European 
Transmission System Operators of transit flows increasing and, therefore, a need to 
control the power flows so as to ensure secure transmission facilities. The authors 
explored other technologies that could be used and compared them with phase shifting 
transformers and the use of phase shifting transformers proved to more viable and would 
benefit the Czech Republic power system if adopted. Table 1 above summarizes the 
benefits that could be obtained. The summary table illustrates the benefits that could be 
obtained at different stages of employing the phase shifting transformers. 
 
2.4. Controlling Loop and Transit Flow Control 
References [25 - 27], discuss the problem of non-authorized parallel power flows in the 
North American interconnected power system and how some installed phase shifting 
transformers could completely prevent the parallel power through unauthorised 
transmission systems. The authors also discussed the benefits obtained in some 
transmission lines whereby the phase shifting transformers installed in the system averted 
the overloading which would have caused the Transmission System Operator to load shed 
some customers. 
 
In all the above application the phase shifting transformer is used to alleviate the 
problems of overloading and congestion of the inter tie transmission lines. The 
applications also uses the phase shifting transformers to alleviate the instability situation 
that result in overloading of other transmission network system following disturbance 
that trip out some parts of the transmission network.  
 
The application uses the phase shifting transformer to direct power flow to some of the 
interconnecting transmission lines that are not heavily loaded. The applications proved to 
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be more beneficial to the utilities concerned because they were implemented in one 
country. The alternative solution of building additional lines would have taken long time 
to build as negotiations would take too long as the inter-tie lines concerns more than one 
country. 
 
2.5. Peak Power Demand Control Using Phase shifting Transformers 
Publications [28, 29] discuss the applications of the phase shifting transformer in the 
Great Britain grid. In these applications, the phase shifting transformers are installed to 
avert the situation of thermal overloading of certain sections of the grid when system 
experiences faults that causes other lines to trip out. 
 
2.6. Conclusion 
In most of the application reviewed above, because of the deregulation of the electricity 
industry, the phase shifting transformers are used to control power flow across the inter-
ties to alleviate overloading that may exist. They help to transfer power to other inter-ties 
that are carrying less power. The phase shifting transformers are also used to control the 
parallel power flows in transmission systems that are not supposed to be involved in that 
particular transfer of electricity.  
 
The use of phase shifting transformer also proved to be more beneficial than building 
new transmission lines. They allowed better utilization of existing capacity. This is 
advantageous particularly because building of new lines may not always have enough 
government support and is usually met with a lot of resistance from the public, whereas 
phase shifting transformers utilise the land that is already being used by the Transmission 





From the literature reviewed, the main benefits of controlling power flows using the 
phase shifting transformers are related to alleviation of loading, i.e., thermal constraints, 
and reduction of losses. 
 
Further applications looked at the use of the phase shifting transformers to redirect the 
power flow to other inter-tie lines that are carrying little load thereby maintaining the 
reliability level of the interconnected systems, especially in inter-country flows. 
 
Based on the literature review undertaken as presented in this chapter, no work has been 
done on the use of phase shifting transformers in parallel transmission networks 
overlayed with higher voltage transmission lines. In the following chapter the theory that 
supports the use of the phase shifting transformer in the improvement of the utilisation of 
the power transmission network comprising higher voltage lines in parallel with a low 





Chapter 3: Using Phase Shifting Transformers to Restructure Power Flow 
in Parallel High Voltage Transmission Lines 
 
3.1. Introduction 
The previous chapter dealt with the review some of the existing literature on the use of 
phase shifting transformers. In this chapter, the theory of how a phase shifting 
transformer is used to influence power flows is presented. This is extended to how a 
phase shifting transformer can be used to influence power flows in networks comprising 
higher voltage transmission lines built in parallel with a low impedance system of 
transmission lines. 
 
3.2. Power Flow in Transmission Power System Networks 
Power flow in transmission networks is governed by voltages at the sending and 
receiving-end buses, the angle difference between the buses, and the impedance, as 










The current I flowing from bus i to bus j is expressed as  
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The complex power at the receiving end of the transmission line is  
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If assumption is made that the line is a lossless line, i.e., R   0, then 
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From equation S   P   jQ, it implies that from the above equation 
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P =  Active power transmitted through the transmission system in megawatts. 
Q =  Reactive power transmitted through the transmission ystem in megavars. 
V =  Voltage at the sending end of the line in kilovolts 
V =  Voltage at the receiving end of the line in kilovolts 
X
 =  Reactance of the transmission line in ohms 
δ =  Phase angle difference between sending-end and receiving-end voltages in 
degrees 
 
3.2.1. Reactive Power Requirement in the Transfer of Active Power  
 
Equation (3.10) shows that active power transfer increases when the power angle δ 
increases. Equation (3.11) shows that there is a decrease in reactive power when the 
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power angle δ increases and this lead to a decrease in the transmission system voltages. It 
is, therefore, necessary to supply reactive power to the transmission system in order to 
maintain the voltages at required levels. This reactive power is normally supplied from 
reactive power sources like capacitor banks. 
 
3.2.2. Higher Transfer Capacity of Higher Voltage Transmission Lines 
 
There is a capacitive coupling between the phases of a transmission line resulting in 
capacitive current being supplied to the transmission line [2, 30]. This current is called 
charging current and can be written as 
 




ω =  the radial frequency of the system 
C  =  the capacitance of the line 
 
It therefore means that as a result of charging current, the transmission lines are able to 
deliver capacitive reactive power which can be expressed as  
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Q = the capacitive reactive power 
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X =  the charging reactance of the line 
V   =  the voltage of the transmission line 
 
From the above expressions it is observed that the voltage of the transmission line has a 
significant impact on the capacitive reactive power generated by any transmission line as 
the capacitive power is related to the square of the transmission voltage. 
 
The term ωC   b is called shunt susceptance and it reflects the amount f capacitive 
charging current that can be generated by the transmission line. This charging capacity of 
a transmission line is sometimes expressed as Vb and can range from 0.18 MVA/km for 
230 kV line to 2.92 MVA/km for 765 kV transmission line [4].  
 
From the preceding discussion, it can be concluded that higher voltage transmission lines 
produce more of the reactive power than a lower voltage transmission lines and will 
therefore be able to support transmission of more active power. 
 
3.3. Active Power Flow Control Using Phase Shifting Transformers 
 
From having seen which parameters can be altered to have an effect on the active power 
flow and how the changing of the phase angle at the sending and receiving ends have a 
significant influence on the active power flow, the review of how the phase shifting 
transformer influences the phase angle magnitude will be undertaken below. The phase 
shifting transformer controls the active power flow by injecting a voltage ∆V at 900 to the 





Figure 4: Phasor diagram of a phase shifting transformer[14] 
 
The resulting output voltage │VS1New│is always larger than the input voltage │VS1│, and 
the new output voltage │VS1New│is shifted by the angle σ with respect to the system 
voltage │VS1│. The active power flow transfer formula (3.10) deriv d above is thus 
altered as shown below: 
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Where  
σ  = the phase shift angle introduced by the phase shifting transformer 




In order to illustrate how the phase shifting transformer controls the power flow in a 
transmission power network, an example of a transmission network with two parallel 
lines and in one of the lines a phase shifting transformer is installed is demonstrated 
below. Figure 5 shows the two lines and a phase shifting transformer installed in line 1. 
 
  
Figure 5: Two parallel lines with one having a phase shifting transformer[16] 
 
From equation (3.10) and  6?  6  6, it can be shown that if line 1 has a larger 
reactance than line 2 (X1>> X2) and their line resistances are neglected, then without the 
power flow control by the phase shifting transformer, line 2 will carry more power than 
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Equation (3.15) indicates that P1 is approximately zero and equation (3.16) shows that P2 
is approximately equal to PG, indicating that P2 is far larger than P1. Similarly, when the 
phase shifting transformer is installed on one of the transmission lines, the power through 
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The relationship between the power through each line and the total transmitted power is 
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If  P  @
B 
@ sin δ and P 
@B
B sin δ are drawn on the P – δ plane the following graphs 
are obtained for any value P and δ without and with phase shifting transformer installed. 
 
 
Figure 6: P-δ Graphs for P
 






















arallel Lines without Phase Shifting Transformer
 













The two graphs Figure 6 and Figure 7 show that the phase shifting transformer increases 
the power flow through line 1 as it decreases the power flow through line 2 at the same 
instance. Since the total transmitted power is not changed, the increased power in line 1 
occurs at a different angle δ’ in comparison to the original angle δ. Therefore, power is 
shifted not actually changed. 
 
3.4. Power Corridor Overlayed with Higher Voltage Transmission Lines 
 
It was earlier discussed that power transmission networks are initially developed to meet 
current power system loading requirements and possible load forecast. The convention is 
that power transmission networks are developed starting at some chosen voltage level.  
 
 
Figure 8:  Low Impedance Network Overlayed with Higher Voltage Transmission 
Line 
 
As demand for power at the receiving-end increases, the additional transfer capability 
based on the voltage stability tends to decrease as more lines are added. Furthermore, it is 
the practice by utilities throughout the world that when faced with this situation, higher 
voltage transmission lines are then considered and are usually overlayed over the existing 
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lines thereby resulting in transmission network with parallel transmission lines at 
different voltages as illustrated in Figure 8 above. 
 
In the above illustration, a number of lines that were built in the early phases of the 
development of the transmission system are shown in green and as the development of 
the system continued and the further improvement in the transfer capability is required, 
utilities overlay higher transmission line on the transmission system as shown in pink. 
 
Because the lower voltage network in green is very mature and strong (low impedance), 
i.e., it consists of many lines in parallel, it is possible that the introduced higher voltage 
line may be seriously underutilised because the power flows, as predetermined by the 
system impedances substantially in the lower voltage lines. In this instance, the benefits, 
described in the section above, of using the higher voltage lines may not be realised. By 
introducing the phase shifting transformer as proposed in this work, it is expected that 
more power can be forced on to the higher voltage line. The benefits of using newer, 
higher voltage lines could then be realised. The system transfer capability can be 
improved, and so can efficiency of the network operation.  
 
3.5. Conclusion 
In this chapter, the theory that supports the application of phase shifting transformers was 
examined.  It was discussed that by using the phase shifting transformer to alter the phase 
angle of the interconnected buses, power flow in various paths can be adjusted. The 
ability of the higher voltage transmission lines to carry more power transfer was also 
briefly described.  
 
It was also described how a phase shifting transformer can be used to utilize a higher 
voltage transmission line built in parallel with an existing,  low impedance network, 




The following chapter will describe a methodology of a study to be carried out in a 
network that has higher voltage transmission line in a parallel with a  low impedance 
system to evaluate whether a phase shifting transformer could be used to enhance the 




Chapter 4: Methodology of the Study 
4.1. Introduction 
The previous chapter described the electrical power transmission network characteristics 
that influence power flow through a transmission network. It was also shown how these 
characteristics can be influenced by utilising the phase shifting transformers to improve 
performance of the power system network. In this chapter, the methodology of the study 
carried out on a power system to assess the possibility of applying a phase shifting 
transformer to improve transfer capability and efficiency of a network, comprising a 
higher voltage transmission in parallel with a  low impedance system, is discussed. 
 
4.2. Cape Corridor 
The topology of the South African power system is largely influenced by the abundance 
of coal reserves on the northern part of the country, dictating that the majority of the 
thermal power station be there, where these reserves are mined [32, 33].  This geographic 
location of power stations has led to the development of major transmission corridors that 
transport the power generated to the load centre located in the Western Cape as shown in 
Figure 9. The corridors to the Cape are made up of 400 kV and 765 kV transmission lines 
running in parallel to each other. The total line length from the northern part of the 
country, where the power stations are located, to the Western Caper, is in excess of 1500 
kilometres [32]. 
 
The transmission system was initially developed at lower voltage of 400 kV and as the 
load demand increased additional lines were added. But, as explained in the previous 
chapter, the additional transfer capacity diminishes with the addition of more 
transmission lines.  
 
Figure 9: Geographic Layout of the Cape C
 
The higher voltage transmission lines were then considered and 
lines were overlayed on some of the existing 
layout as shown in Figure 9
i.e., a number of lines in parallel,
combined impedance compared to
flow is substantially more in the 400 kV than the preferred 765 kV transmission lines. 
This means a significant under
transmission lines exists. 
 
By using the phase shifting transformers at the end of this corridor to move power from 
the lower voltage transmission lines to the higher voltage transmission 
envisaged that the capability of the entire corridor will be improved. The higher voltage 
transmission lines have been shown t
When the higher voltage transmission lines are carrying the bulk of th
of the entire 400/765 kV corridor and it
orridor [32] 
765 kV 
400 kV transmission lines resulting i
 above. Because the 400 kV transmission l nes are mature
 and strong, i.e., form a system with relatively low 
 the higher voltage 765 kV transmission lines
-utilisation of the newer, higher transfer capacity 765 kV 
o have more capacitive reactive power support. 
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4.3. The Simulation Approach 
A number of power system simulations were carried out t  test the hypothesis proposed 
using the Cape network described above as the case study. Loadflows were carried out to 
assess the impact of the phase shifting transformer on voltages, line loadings and losses 
of both mature corridor (400 kV lines) and higher voltage transmission lines (765 kV). 
Voltage stability studies were also done to assess the impacts on voltage stability limits. 
Some aspects of the methodology followed are described below. 
 
In this research work commercial grade Power System Simulator for Engineering 
(PSS/E) and Voltage Stability Program (VSTAB) softwares made available by Eskom 
were used for loadflow simulation and voltage stability studies. 
 
The study grid network data was entered into the PSS/E. The single line diagram of the 
Cape corridor showing 400 kV and 765 kV parallel lines and their interconnection 
created from the entered network data. The phase shifting transformers were inserted into 
the network diagram at the end of the 765 kV corridor as indicated in the geographic 
layout Figure 9 shown before to enable monitoring of the resulting loadflow parameters 
as the phase shifting transformer angle is altered. 
 
4.3.1. Power System Simulator for Engineering (PSS/E) 
The Power System Simulator for Engineering (PSS/E) software was used in this study 
[35] to conduct loadflows. It is an integrated, interactive program simulating, analysing 
and optimising power system performance. The PSS/E software program contains several 
modules including power flow, optimal power flow, balanced and unbalanced fault 
analysis, dynamic simulation, extended term dynamic simulation, open access and 




4.3.2. Voltage Stability Program (VSTAB) 
Voltage Stability Program (VSTAB) is a voltage stability assessment package developed 
for large complex power systems. It provides information regarding both the proximity to 
and mechanisms of voltage instability. There are a number of features available in the 
VSTAB package. In this research work, only the module for voltage stability analysis 
using P-V curves is used. 
 
4.3.3. Phase Shifting Transformer Modelling 
The phase shifting transformer in PSS/E is modelled as a two node transformer with all 
its characteristics, all specified at the beginning of the simulation studies. The phase 
angle can be allowed to be automatically changed by the program or manually by the 
user. In this research studies, a Python program that altered the phase shifting transformer 
angle across the range -200 to +200 was compiled. Refer to Appendix 1. 
 
4.3.4. Loadflow Studies 
A Python loadflow simulation program for the base case, i.e., when the is no phase 
shifting transformer installed  and for different phase shifting transformer angle settings 
was compiled for these studies and included in Appendix 2. The program automates 
multiple runs of loadflows, by undergoing the following steps: 
 
• Read a loadflow case file 
• Adjust the phase shifting transformer angle 
• Run the loadflow simulations 
• Report on voltages at substations of interest, noting any voltages outside required 
range 
• Report on equipment loadings that exceed rating, for system healthy conditions 




The detailed results of all the loadflows carried out are presented in Appendix 2.  
 
4.3.5. System Losses 
 
Within the Python loadflow simulation program compiled as described above, the system 
active power losses were also monitored and recorded for the base case, i.e., no phase 
shifting transformer installed, and for the different settings of the phase shifting 
transformer angles.  
 
4.3.6. Voltage Stability Studies 
Increase in load demand or power transfer causes voltage drop at a number of buses in 
the electric power system, therefore studies are always undertaken to ensure that this 
voltage drop does not progress and lead to a stage where the power system may be unable 
to maintain the required voltage level at all buses. The P-V curves is one of the most 
commonly used techniques used to study voltage stability.  
 
The P-V curves plot the relationship between the power transfer and the bus voltage at 
the receiving bus bars. P-V curves provide the power transfer and voltage margins by 
using the knee point of the P-V curve. The maximum power that can be transferred at the 
critical voltage is obtained from the P-V curves. 
 
In conducting the voltage stability studies, a group of simulation files required were 
prepared, namely, the Parameter file, the Load level increase file, the Interface file and 
the Contingency file. They are discussed briefly below: 
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• The Parameter file specifies the program control actions, solution parameters and the 
parameters output options. 
 
• The Load level increase file specifies which buses’ loads are increased and which bus 
voltages or equipment loadings and are monitored. 
 
• The interface file specifies the interconnection of the different buses and branches in 
the area of interest which are being monitored during the execution of the simulation 
program. 
 
• The Contingency file specifies the contingency that are performed by the program. 
 
All files described above are contained in Appendix 3. 
 
A raw data file was generated from the PSS/E program. This raw data file describes the 
interconnection of the entire Eskom network and specifies where the phase shifting 
transformer is installed and at what angle it is set. The raw data file is then converted into 
another file readable by the VSTAB program. This data file and VSTAB program 
described above are then loaded into the VSTAB and voltage stability simulations are 




The methodology that is followed in this research work is described in this chapter. The 
Western Cape corridor, which will be used in conducting the case study described earlier, 
was described, including its topology and how voltages used in its development have 
evolved. Chapter 5 will present the results of the studies conducted.  
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Chapter 5: Results and Discussions 
5.1. Introduction 
In the preceding chapter, the methodology that has been followed in carrying out the case 
study using the Cape network was outlined. This chapter presents the results of the 
studies done and discusses the findings.  
 
5.2. Loadflow Results 
The utilisation of the phase shifting transformer resulted in moving power flow from the 
lower voltage transmission lines to the higher voltage transmission lines as the phase 
shifting transformer angle is altered. 
 
The detailed loadflow results are contained in Appendix 2. Positive values indicate the 
active power flow into the monitored area and power flowing out of the monitored area is 
reflected as negative values. The results are for the base case, in which a phase shifting 
transformer is not included in the network and for a case with the phase shifting 
transformer set at various angles. The aim of this was to assess the impact of varying the 
phase shifting transformer angle on the power flowing in the 400 and 765 kV 
transmission lines. 
 
Figure 10 show the impact of varying the phase shifting transformer angle on the power 
flowing in the 400 kV and 765 kV lines. Referring to the figure, the following 





Power flowing on the Koeberg Ankerlig 400 kV Lines 1 and 2 (blue)  
o Without the phase shifting transformer installed, these lines carry a small 
amount of power into the study area. 
 
o On inclusion of the phase shifting transformer and as the phase shifting 
transformer angle is increased, power flowing through these lines increases in 
proportion with the increase in the angle. 
 
 
Figure 10: Impact of phase shifting transformer angle on active power flow in 400 
kV transmission lines 
 
Also, as the phase shifting transformer angle is reduced, it observed that the power 
flowing is reduced as well. At -6°, the power flow direction is reversed, and, as the angle 












































Impact of Phase Shifting Transformer Angle on MW Flow in 400kV 
Lines
Koeberg Ankerlig 400kV Line 1 and 2
Stikland Firgrove 400kV Line





Power flowing on the Stikland Firgrove 400 kV line (red)  
o Without the phase shifting transformer installed, this line takes a relatively 
small amount of power out of the study area. . 
 
o Once the phase shifting transformer is incorporated, increasing its angle 
beyond 6°, leads to more power being channelled into the area via this line. 
 
o As the phase shifting transformer angle is decreased, the power flowing 
through these lines decreases and at 2° is reversed. Further reduction of the 
angle leads to a progressive increase of reversed power flow. 
 
Power flowing on the Muldersvlei Bacchus 400 kV and Muldersvlei Kappa 400 kV lines 
(green) 
 
o These lines bring most of the power into the study area before the phase 
shifting transformer is considered. 
 
o Increasing the angle of the phase shifting transformer leads to more power 
being imported into the study area via these lines.  
 
o Reducing the angle serves to only reduce power into the area transported via 
these lines.  
 
Figure 11 shows the impact of installing the phase shifting transformer, and varying its 
angle, on the power flowing into the area via the 765 kV lines. The following 




• In the base case, the 765 kV is bringing in around 1000 MW of power into the study 
area. 
• As the phase shifting transformer angle is increased the power flow decreases, until it 
reverses direction at phase shifting transformer angle +18°.  
• Decreasing the phase shifting transformer angle below 0°, leads to a small drop in 
power flowing and, thereafter, a continuous increase is realised. 
 
 
Figure 11: Impact of phase shifting transformer angle on active power flow in 765 
kV transmission lines 
 
Figure 12 shows the aggregated active power flowing on the 400 kV lines and aggregated 













































Impact of Phase Shifting Transformer Angle on MW Flow in 765kV 
Lines
Omega Kappa 765kV Line
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• Initially, without the phase shifting transformer, both the 400 kV and 765 kV lines 
bring power into the Cape. 
• Generally, as the phase shifting transformer angle is increased, the active power 
flowing through the 765 kV lines decreases and more power is channelled via the 400 
kV lines. 
• As the phase shifting transformer angle is decreased, loading of the 765 kV lines 
tends to increase, while the loading of the 400kV lines is reduced. 
 
Generally, care has to be taken to ensure that with the restructured power flows no loop 
flows should occur as the angle is changed. Also, care has to be taken to ensure that 
power reversing away from the load centre is avoided or is minimized.  
 
 






































Aggregated Power Flow (MW) in the 400kV and 76kV Lines into 
Study Grid as Function of Phase Shifting Transformer Angle
Omega Kappa 765kV Line
Net Inflow Via 400kV Lines
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Figure 13 shows the utilisation of the 765 kV transmission lines as the phase shifting 
transformer angle is altered. The loading of the lines vary from 5% to 35% as the phase 
shifting transformer angle is varied from -20° to +20°.  
 
 
Figure 13: Utilisation of the 765 kV (% MVA) as a function of phase shifting 
transformer angle settings 
 
5.3. Active Power System Losses 
While performing the loadflow simulations, the power system losses were also recorded 
for the scenario when there is no phase shifting transformer used in the system and for the 
different angle setting of the phase shifting transformer. The results obtained are shown 
in Figure 14 below. 
 
Figure 14 shows the change in the system active power losses as a function of the phase 
shifting transformer angle settings. The active power losses when there is no phase 









































Utilization of Kappa Omega 765kV Line (%  MVA) as a Function of 
Phase Shifting Transformer Angle
765 kV % Utilisation
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From the figure, it is observed that as the phase shifting transformer angle setting is 
increased active power system losses increase. When the phase shifting transformer angle 
is decreasing below 0°, losses are reduced. Levels equal to those of base case are reached 
at near -8°, and below this, saving in losses occur, with a reduction of 22 MW realised at 
-20°.   
 
 
Figure 14: Change in system active power losses as a function of the phase shifting 
transformer angle settings 
 
5.4. Voltage Stability Studies 
In the simulation of voltage stability studies, the phase shifting transformer angle is 
manually changed and the voltage stability limits analysis performed by plotting the PV 
curves at each setting, for various contingencies, with the load increased at all areas being 











































Change in Active Power (MW) Losses of the System as a Function of 
Phase Shifting Transformer Angle
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The PV curves for 400 and 765 kV buses, before and after a phase shifting transformer is 
put in the system, are included in Appendix 4. The impact of varying the phase shifting 
transformer angle on of the voltage stability limit is shown in Figure 15.  
 
Figure 15: Voltage Stability Limit as a Function of Phase Shifting Transformer 
Angle Settings 
 
The voltage stability results obtained shows the increase in voltage stability limits as the 
phase shifting transformer angle setting is changed progressively from zero to -20°. 
When the phase shifting transformer angle is increased from 0 through to +20°, the 
voltage stability limits obtained become progressively less than for the base case.  
 
5.5. Conclusion 
The results of the simulation studies performed on the power system network overlayed 
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studies performed entailed inserting the phase shifting transformer at the end of the 
corridor consisting of parallel 400 kV and 765 kV parallel transmission lines.  
 
The aim of inserting the phase shifting transformer is to ensure substantial power transfer 
takes place in the higher voltage transmission, i.e., 765 kV transmission lines rather than 
in the 400 kV. The results of the impact of changes in the angle on active power losses 
have also been presented. The studies also investigated the influence of altering the phase 
shifting transformer angle on the voltage stability of the system. 
 
The next chapter summarizes the purpose of the work carried out and draws the 





Chapter 6: Conclusions and Recommendations 
6.1. Conclusions 
To recap briefly, this dissertation deals with  low impedance networks that get expanded 
by building lines at a particular voltage to increase transfer capacity. At some point, the 
transfer capacity obtained by continuing to construct lines at the same voltage becomes 
less than satisfactory. This then leads to consideration of building additional lines at 
higher voltage as these have a higher transfer capability. 
 
The problem that may arise in these situations is that the newer, higher voltage lines, 
although having better transfer capability, may be in parallel with a much stronger, lower 
voltage network. Power will then chose to flow in the lower voltage network, in the 
absence of any controls in the network, as dictated to by the network impedances. This 
may lead to inefficient utilisation of the power system. 
 
The hypothesis put forward at the beginning of the study was that by using phase shifting 
transformers, it would be possible to introduce control of power in the network. Power 
flow control would be introduced, forcing more power on to the higher voltage lines, 
rather than permitting a natural power flow as dictated to by network impedances. This 
would yield improvement to the steady state and voltage stability performance of the 
system. 
 
The work presented in this dissertation supports and proves the hypothesis. This 
dissertation has shown that a phase shifting transformer can be utilised to influence the 
power transfer through a network consisting of parallel corridors, one of lines at lower 
voltage, but  low impedance (i.e., many lines in parallel), and another at higher voltage, 





• By varying the phase shifting transformer, power flowing in the two parallel networks 
can be changed. At certain angles, less power will flow in the higher voltage lines, 
and power in this line can be increased at a certain range of phase shifting transformer 
angles. 
 
• Similarly, varying the phase shifting transformer angle showed that active power 
system losses can be changed as the angle is varied. In some angle range, better 
saving in system losses can be realised, as opposed to other ranges.  
 
• The results showed that the deployment of the phase shifting transformer does not 
produce significant changes in the power flows at low phase angles compared to 
when there is no phase shifting transformer installed in the system. This is because 
the introduction of the phase shifting transformer increases the impedance of the 
transmission system which is counteracted at higher phase shifting transformer 
angles. 
 
• Finally, depending on the phase shifting transformer angle selected, a variation in the 
voltage stability limit of the network could be obtained. Similar to the second point, 
this is linked to the first point in terms of how power is distributed in the parallel 
networks described here. At certain phase shifting transformer angles, power flows 
are such that there will be better limits of voltage stability. 
 
6.2. Recommendations 
The study showed a ten percent increase in the utilisation of the 765 kV transmission 
lines and reduction in system losses by about 20 MW  when the phase shifting 
transformer angle is at -20° compared to when there was no phase shifting transformer. 
The simulation results also showed an increase in the voltage stability of the transmission 
network by about 50 MW. 
Despite the results in the improvement of the Eskom’s power system network being 
insignificant compared to the overall system loading, an improvement of ten percent in 
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the utilisation of a transmission system is considerable for this method to be explored 
further.  
As the current work looked at the phase shifting transformers located at the end of the 
transmission corridor, further work could for instance be to investigate the optimum and 
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Appendix 1: Python Program for Loadflow Simulations 
Load flow program – No Phase shifting transformer 






Load flow program – For different angles (-20-20) of phase shifting transformer 
psspy.read (0, r"""c:\MScEng\Casefile.raw""") 
psspy.report_output (2, r"""TEST_RESULTS""",[0,0]) 
for a in [-20,-19,-18,-17,-16,-15,-14,-13,-12,-11,-10,-9,-8,-7,-6,-5,-4,-3,-2,-
1,0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20]:      
print a         
psspy.two_winding_data_3(545,90026,r"""2""",[_i,_i,_i,_i,_i,_i,_i,_i,_i,_i,1,_i,_i,_i,_i],[_
f,_f,_f,_f,_f,a,_f,_f,_f,_f,_f,_f,_f,_f,_f,_f,_f,_f,_f,_f,_f,_f,_f,_f],_s) 
psspy.fdns ([0,0,0,1,1,0,-1,0])  
psspy.bsys (1,0,[0.0,0.0],0,[],4,[60,70,450,460],0,[],0,[]) 
 psspy.lout (1,0) 
 psspy.vchk (0,0,0.95,1.05) 
 psspy.bsys (0,0,[220,765.],0,[],5,[70, 460, 545, 550,610],0,[],0,[]) 
 loss=psspy.systot ('LOSS') 
 print ('"Active Power Losses in the form P+jQ are"') 
 print loss 
 psspy.bsys (1,0,[0.0,0.0],0,[],1,[545],0,[],0,[]) 
 psspy.list (1,0,21,0)  
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Appendix 2: Loadflow Results 

























60 STIKL4 400 1.0027 -90.5 150.5 1 
 
400 -211.3 -64.1 19 
   
401.06 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 55.6 53.2 6 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -340.3 -126.1 31 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 172.7 52.7 36 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 172.7 52.7 36 
70 OMEGA7 765 0.9978 -84.6 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -1014 -228 19 
   
763.31 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 1014.3 228 52 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -89.2 83.5 1 
 
400 211.7 35.3 18 





400 548.1 169.6 48 
      
2 
 
400 581.5 177.2 51 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -592.6 -98.6 50 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -19.4 -138.6 12 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -17.5 -129.7 11 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 52.1 5 21 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 52.5 5 21 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 -50.3 84 
460 MULDR4 400 1.0074 -89.9 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 340.6 120.5 30 
   
402.97 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 232.3 84.5 21 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -200.7 -27.2 17 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -420.2 -64.1 36 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -618.4 -31.7 52 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 148 22.7 30 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 148 22.7 30 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 -209 4 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 150.1 23 30 
-20 
60 STIKL4 400 1.025 -86.2 150.5 1 
 
400 -316.6 154.6 29 
   
410.01 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 154.3 9.2 12 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -340.9 -297.2 37 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 176.3 51 37 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 176.3 51 37 
70 OMEGA7 765 0.9892 -89.1 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -1685 -220.6 31 
   
756.72 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 1684.6 220.6 85 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -84.2 83.5 1 
 
400 317.7 -175.7 30 





400 598.5 37.5 50 
      
2 
 
400 634.2 36.9 53 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -927.2 -194 79 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -42 1075.8 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -43.7 1004.4 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 53.6 -0.5 21 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 54 -0.5 22 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2351.5 235 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -85.6 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 341.4 293.1 37 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 144.2 318.1 29 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -70.8 -53.1 7 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -752.6 423 71 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -330.8 -13.9 27 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 148.7 37.4 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 148.7 37.4 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1138.3 569 
      




























60 STIKL4 400 1.025 -86.4 150.5 1 
 
400 -309.7 153.9 29 
   
410.01 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 148 9.7 12 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -341 -297 37 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 176.1 50.9 37 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 176.1 50.9 37 
70 OMEGA7 765 0.9912 -88.8 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -1643 -221.8 30 
   
758.23 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 1643.3 221.8 83 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -84.5 83.5 1 
 
400 310.8 -175.5 30 





400 594.9 37.6 50 
      
2 
 
400 630.5 37 53 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -906.4 -211.2 78 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -38.8 1075.5 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -40.7 1004.1 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 53.4 -0.5 21 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 53.8 -0.5 22 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2367.6 236 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -85.9 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 341.5 292.9 37 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 150.1 317.6 29 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -79.2 -52.6 8 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -732.2 415.1 69 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -349.1 -14.8 29 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 148.8 37.4 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 148.8 37.4 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1129.3 565 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 151 37.9 31 
-18 
60 STIKL4 400 1.025 -86.7 150.5 1 
 
400 -302.9 153.1 28 
   
410.02 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 141.6 10.3 11 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -341.1 -296.8 37 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 175.9 50.9 37 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 175.9 50.9 37 
70 OMEGA7 765 0.9931 -88.5 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -1602 -223 29 
   
759.7 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 1601.7 223 81 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -84.7 83.5 1 
 
400 303.9 -175.2 29 





400 591.4 37.7 50 
      
2 
 
400 626.7 37.2 53 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -885.6 -227.9 77 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -35.5 1075.2 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -37.7 1003.9 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 53.3 -0.5 21 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 53.7 -0.5 21 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2383.2 238 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -86.1 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 341.6 292.7 37 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 156.1 317.1 29 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -87.6 -52.1 8 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -711.7 407.3 67 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -367.6 -15.4 30 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 148.9 37.4 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 148.9 37.4 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1120.8 560 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 151 37.9 31 
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60 STIKL4 400 1.025 -86.9 150.5 1 
 
400 -295.9 152.3 28 
   
410.02 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 135.2 11 11 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -341.2 -296.7 37 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 175.7 50.9 37 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 175.7 50.9 37 
70 OMEGA7 765 0.9949 -88.2 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -1560 -224.1 28 
   
761.12 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 1559.9 224.1 79 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -85 83.5 1 
 
400 297 -174.9 29 





400 587.8 37.8 49 
      
2 
 
400 622.8 37.3 52 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -864.7 -244 75 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -32.3 1075 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -34.7 1003.7 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 53.1 -0.5 21 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 53.5 -0.5 21 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2398.3 239 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -86.4 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 341.7 292.6 37 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 162.1 316.7 29 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -96 -51.4 9 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -691 399.7 65 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -386.1 -15.7 32 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 149 37.4 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 149 37.4 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1113 556 
-16 
60 STIKL4 400 1.025 -87.2 150.5 1 
 
400 -289 151.5 27 
   
410.02 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 128.8 11.7 10 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -341.3 -296.6 37 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 175.5 50.9 37 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 175.5 50.9 37 
70 OMEGA7 765 0.9967 -87.9 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -1518 -225.2 28 
   
762.5 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 1517.8 225.2 77 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -85.3 83.5 1 
 
400 290 -174.5 28 





400 584.1 38 49 
      
2 
 
400 619 37.5 52 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -843.6 -259.7 74 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -29 1074.7 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -31.6 1003.4 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 53 -0.5 21 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 53.4 -0.5 21 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2412.8 240 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -86.6 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 341.8 292.5 37 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 168.2 316.2 29 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -104.5 -50.6 10 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -670.2 392.3 64 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -404.8 -15.8 33 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 149.1 37.4 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 149.1 37.4 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1105.8 553 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 151.2 37.9 31 
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60 STIKL4 400 1.025 -87.4 150.5 1 
 
400 -282 150.7 26 
   
410.02 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 122.4 12.5 10 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -341.3 -296.6 37 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 175.2 50.9 36 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 175.2 50.9 36 
70 OMEGA7 765 0.9985 -87.6 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -1476 -226.2 27 
   
763.83 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 1475.5 226.2 75 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -85.6 83.5 1 
 
400 282.9 -174.2 28 





400 580.5 38.1 49 
      
2 
 
400 615.1 37.7 52 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -822.4 -274.9 73 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -25.8 1074.4 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -28.6 1003.2 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 52.8 -0.4 21 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 53.2 -0.4 21 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2426.7 241 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -86.9 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 341.8 292.5 37 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 174.2 315.7 30 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -113 -49.8 10 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -649.3 385.1 62 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -423.6 -15.7 35 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 149.1 37.4 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 149.1 37.4 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1099.1 550 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 151.3 38 31 
-14 
60 STIKL4 400 1.025 -87.7 150.5 1 
 
400 -275 149.9 26 
   
410.02 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 115.9 13.3 9 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -341.4 -296.6 37 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 175 50.9 36 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 175 50.9 36 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0001 -87.3 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -1433 -227.2 26 
   
765.11 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 1433 227.2 73 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -85.9 83.5 1 
 
400 275.9 -173.8 27 





400 576.8 38.2 48 
      
2 
 
400 611.3 37.8 51 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -801.1 -289.5 71 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -22.5 1074.1 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -25.5 1002.9 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 52.7 -0.4 21 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 53.1 -0.4 21 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2440.2 243 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -87.1 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 341.9 292.5 37 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 180.4 315.3 30 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -121.6 -48.9 11 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -628.2 378.1 60 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -442.5 -15.3 36 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 149.2 37.4 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 149.2 37.4 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1093 547 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 151.4 38 31 
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60 STIKL4 400 1.025 -88 150.5 1 
 
400 -267.9 149.1 25 
   
410.02 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 109.3 14.2 9 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -341.5 -296.7 37 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 174.8 50.9 36 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 174.8 50.9 36 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0018 -87 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -1390 -228.1 25 
   
766.35 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 1390.2 228.1 70 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -86.2 83.5 1 
 
400 268.8 -173.4 27 





400 573.2 38.4 48 
      
2 
 
400 607.4 38 51 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -779.7 -303.7 70 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -19.1 1073.9 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -22.4 1002.7 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 52.5 -0.4 21 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 52.9 -0.4 21 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2453.1 244 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -87.4 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 342 292.6 37 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 186.5 314.8 30 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -130.2 -47.9 11 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -607 371.2 58 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -461.5 -14.6 38 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 149.3 37.5 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 149.3 37.5 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1087.6 544 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 151.4 38 31 
-12 
60 STIKL4 400 1.025 -88.2 150.5 1 
 
400 -260.8 148.3 25 
   
410.01 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 102.8 15.2 8 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -341.6 -296.8 37 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 174.5 50.9 36 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 174.5 50.9 36 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0033 -86.7 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -1347 -229 24 
   
767.54 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 1347.2 229 68 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -86.6 83.5 1 
 
400 261.6 -173 26 





400 569.5 38.5 48 
      
2 
 
400 603.5 38.2 51 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -758.2 -317.4 69 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -15.8 1073.6 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -19.3 1002.5 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 52.4 -0.4 21 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 52.7 -0.4 21 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2465.4 245 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -87.7 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 342.1 292.7 37 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 192.7 314.4 30 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -138.9 -46.8 12 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -585.8 364.6 56 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -480.6 -13.7 39 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 149.4 37.5 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 149.4 37.5 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1082.7 541 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 151.5 38 31 
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60 STIKL4 400 1.025 -88.5 150.5 1 
 
400 -253.7 147.4 24 
   
410.01 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 96.2 16.2 8 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -341.7 -297 37 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 174.3 50.9 36 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 174.3 50.9 36 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0048 -86.4 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -1304 -229.8 24 
   
768.69 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 1304.1 229.8 66 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -86.9 83.5 1 
 
400 254.5 -172.5 26 





400 565.8 38.7 48 
      
2 
 
400 599.5 38.4 50 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -736.6 -330.5 68 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -12.4 1073.3 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -16.1 1002.2 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 52.2 -0.4 21 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 52.6 -0.4 21 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2477.2 246 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -88 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 342.2 292.9 37 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 198.9 313.9 30 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -147.6 -45.6 13 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -564.4 358.1 55 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -499.8 -12.6 41 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 149.5 37.5 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 149.5 37.5 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1078.5 539 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 151.6 38.1 31 
-10 
60 STIKL4 400 1.025 -88.8 150.5 1 
 
400 -246.5 146.5 24 
   
410.01 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 89.6 17.3 7 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -341.7 -297.3 37 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 174.1 51 36 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 174.1 51 36 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0063 -86.1 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -1261 -230.6 23 
   
769.8 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 1260.8 230.6 64 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -87.2 83.5 1 
 
400 247.3 -172.1 25 





400 562 38.8 47 
      
2 
 
400 595.6 38.5 50 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -714.9 -343.2 67 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -9.1 1073 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -13 1002 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 52.1 -0.4 21 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 52.4 -0.4 21 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2488.5 247 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -88.2 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 342.2 293.2 37 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 205.1 313.5 31 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -156.4 -44.3 13 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -542.9 351.9 53 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -519.1 -11.1 42 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 149.5 37.6 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 149.5 37.6 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1074.8 537 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 151.7 38.1 31 
59 
 























60 STIKL4 400 1.025 -89.1 150.5 1 
 
400 -239.3 145.7 23 
   
410.01 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 82.9 18.5 7 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -341.8 -297.6 37 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 173.8 51 36 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 173.8 51 36 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0077 -85.9 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -1217 -231.4 22 
   
770.85 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 1217.2 231.4 62 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -87.5 83.5 1 
 
400 240 -171.6 25 





400 558.3 39 47 
      
2 
 
400 591.6 38.7 50 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -693.1 -355.3 65 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -5.7 1072.7 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -9.8 1001.7 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 51.9 -0.3 21 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 52.3 -0.3 21 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2499.3 248 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -88.5 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 342.3 293.5 37 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 211.3 313 31 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -165.2 -43 14 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -521.3 345.8 51 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -538.4 -9.5 44 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 149.6 37.6 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 149.6 37.6 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1071.8 536 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 151.8 38.2 31 
-8 
60 STIKL4 400 1.025 -89.3 150.5 1 
 
400 -232.1 144.8 23 
   
410 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 76.2 19.7 6 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -341.9 -297.9 37 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 173.6 51 36 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 173.6 51 36 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.009 -85.6 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -1174 -232.1 21 
   
771.87 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 1173.6 232.1 60 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -87.8 83.5 1 
 
400 232.8 -171.1 24 





400 554.5 39.2 47 
      
2 
 
400 587.7 38.9 49 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -671.3 -367 64 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -2.3 1072.5 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -6.6 1001.5 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 51.8 -0.3 21 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 52.1 -0.3 21 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2509.5 249 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -88.8 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 342.4 293.8 37 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 217.6 312.6 31 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -174.1 -41.5 15 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -499.6 339.9 49 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -557.8 -7.5 46 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 149.7 37.7 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 149.7 37.7 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1069.3 535 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 151.9 38.2 31 
60 
 























60 STIKL4 400 1.025 -89.6 150.5 1 
 
400 -224.9 143.9 22 
   
410 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 69.6 21 6 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -342 -298.3 37 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 173.4 51 36 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 173.4 51 36 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0102 -85.3 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -1130 -232.8 21 
   
772.84 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 1129.7 232.8 58 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -88.2 83.5 1 
 
400 225.5 -170.5 24 





400 550.8 39.4 46 
      
2 
 
400 583.7 39.1 49 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -649.4 -378.2 63 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -1.1 - 1072.2 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -3.4 1001.2 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 51.6 -0.3 21 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 52 -0.3 21 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2519.2 250 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -89.1 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 342.5 294.2 37 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 223.9 312.2 31 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -182.9 -40 15 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -477.9 334.3 48 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -577.3 -5.4 47 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 149.8 37.7 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 149.8 37.7 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1067.5 534 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 151.9 38.3 31 
-6 
60 STIKL4 400 1.025 -89.9 150.5 1 
 
400 -217.6 142.9 22 
   
409.99 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 62.8 22.3 5 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -342 -298.7 38 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 173.1 51 36 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 173.1 51 36 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0115 -85.1 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -1086 -233.4 20 
   
773.77 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 1085.7 233.4 56 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -88.5 83.5 1 
 
400 218.2 -170 23 





400 547 39.5 46 
      
2 
 
400 579.7 39.4 49 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -627.4 -388.8 62 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -4.6 - 1071.9 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -0.2 1001 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 51.4 -0.3 21 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 51.8 -0.3 21 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2528.3 250 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 230.2 311.8 32 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -191.9 -38.4 16 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -456.1 328.8 46 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -596.9 -2.9 49 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 149.9 37.8 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 149.9 37.8 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1066.3 533 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 152 38.3 31 
61 
 























60 STIKL4 400 1.025 -90.2 150.5 1 
 
400 -210.3 142 21 
   
409.98 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 56.1 23.7 5 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -342.1 -299.2 38 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 172.9 51 36 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 172.9 51 36 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0126 -84.8 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -1042 -233.9 19 
   
774.65 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 1041.6 233.9 53 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -88.9 83.5 1 
 
400 210.9 -169.4 23 





400 543.2 39.7 46 
      
2 
 
400 575.7 39.6 48 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -605.3 -398.9 61 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -8.0 - 1071.6 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -3.0 - 1000.7 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 51.3 -0.3 21 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 51.7 -0.3 21 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -899.9 2537 251 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -89.7 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 342.6 295.2 37 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 236.5 311.3 32 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -200.8 -36.7 17 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -434.1 323.5 44 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -616.5 -0.2 50 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 150 37.8 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 150 37.8 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1065.7 533 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 152.1 38.4 31 
-4 
60 STIKL4 400 1.0249 -90.5 150.5 1 
 
400 -203 141.1 20 
   
409.98 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 49.3 25.1 4 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -342.2 -299.8 38 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 172.7 51 36 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 172.7 51 36 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0137 -84.5 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -997.4 -234.4 18 
   
775.48 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 997.4 234.4 51 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -89.2 83.5 1 
 
400 203.6 -168.8 22 





400 539.4 39.9 45 
      
2 
 
400 571.7 39.8 48 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -583.2 -408.6 60 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -11.5 - 1071.3 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -6.2 - 1000.4 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 51.1 -0.3 20 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 51.5 -0.3 21 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2545.1 252 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -90 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 342.7 295.8 37 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 242.9 310.9 32 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -209.8 -34.9 17 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -412.2 318.4 43 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -636.2 2.7 52 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 150 37.9 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 150 37.9 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1065.7 533 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 152.2 38.4 31 
62 
 























60 STIKL4 400 1.0249 -90.8 150.5 1 
 
400 -195.7 140.1 20 
   
409.97 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 42.5 26.7 4 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -342.2 -300.4 38 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 172.4 51.1 36 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 172.4 51.1 36 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0147 -84.3 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -953 -234.9 17 
   
776.28 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 953 234.9 49 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -89.6 83.5 1 
 
400 196.2 -168.2 22 





400 535.6 40.1 45 
      
2 
 
400 567.6 40 48 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -561 -417.8 59 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -14.9 - 1071 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -9.4 - 1000.2 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 51 -0.2 20 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 51.3 -0.2 21 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2552.6 252 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -90.3 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 342.8 296.4 37 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 249.3 310.5 33 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -218.8 -33 18 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -390.1 313.5 41 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -655.9 6 54 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 150.1 38 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 150.1 38 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1066.4 533 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 152.3 38.5 31 
-2 
60 STIKL4 400 1.0249 -91.1 150.5 1 
 
400 -188.3 139.1 19 
   
409.96 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 35.7 28.2 4 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -342.3 -301.1 38 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 172.2 51.1 36 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 172.2 51.1 36 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0157 -84 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -908.6 -235.3 17 
   
777.03 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 908.6 235.3 47 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -89.9 83.5 1 
 
400 188.9 -167.6 21 





400 531.8 40.3 45 
      
2 
 
400 563.6 40.2 47 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -538.7 -426.4 58 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -18.4 - 1070.7 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -12.7 -999.9 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 50.8 -0.2 20 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 51.2 -0.2 20 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2559.6 253 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -90.6 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 342.8 297.1 37 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 255.6 310.1 33 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -227.8 -31 19 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -368 308.8 39 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -675.7 9.4 55 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 150.2 38 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 150.2 38 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1067.6 534 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 152.4 38.6 31 
63 
 























60 STIKL4 400 1.0249 -91.5 150.5 1 
 
400 -181 138.2 19 
   
409.95 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 28.9 29.9 3 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -342.4 -301.8 38 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 172 51.1 36 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 172 51.1 36 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0167 -83.8 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -864 -235.6 16 
   
777.74 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 864 235.6 45 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -90.3 83.5 1 
 
400 181.5 -166.9 21 





400 528 40.5 44 
      
2 
 
400 559.6 40.5 47 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -516.4 -434.6 57 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -21.9 - 1070.4 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -15.9 -999.7 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 50.7 -0.2 20 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 51 -0.2 20 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2566.1 254 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -90.9 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 342.9 297.8 37 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 262 309.7 33 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -236.9 -28.9 20 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -345.9 304.3 38 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -695.5 13.2 57 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 150.3 38.1 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 150.3 38.1 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1069.5 535 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 152.5 38.7 31 
0 
60 STIKL4 400 1.0249 -91.8 150.5 1 
 
400 -173.6 137.2 18 
   
409.94 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 22.1 31.6 3 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -342.4 -302.6 38 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 171.7 51.1 36 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 171.7 51.1 36 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0175 -83.5 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -819.4 -235.9 15 
   
778.4 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 819.4 235.9 43 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -90.6 83.5 1 
 
400 174.1 -166.2 20 





400 524.2 40.7 44 
      
2 
 
400 555.5 40.7 47 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -494.1 -442.2 56 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -25.4 - 1070.1 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -19.2 -999.4 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 50.5 -0.2 20 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 50.9 -0.2 20 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2572 254 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -91.2 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 343 298.6 37 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 268.4 309.3 34 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -245.9 -26.7 20 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -323.7 300 36 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -715.4 17.1 59 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 150.4 38.2 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 150.4 38.2 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1072 536 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 152.5 38.8 31 
64 
 























60 STIKL4 400 1.0248 -92.1 150.5 1 
 
400 -166.2 136.2 18 
   
409.93 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 15.3 33.4 3 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -342.5 -303.4 38 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 171.5 51.2 36 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 171.5 51.2 36 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0183 -83.3 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -774.6 -236.2 14 
   
779.02 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 774.6 236.2 40 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -91 83.5 1 
 
400 166.7 -165.5 20 





400 520.4 40.9 44 
      
2 
 
400 551.5 41 46 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -471.7 -449.4 55 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -28.9 - 1069.8 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -22.5 -999.1 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 50.3 -0.2 20 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 50.7 -0.2 20 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2577.4 255 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -91.5 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 343 299.4 37 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 274.8 308.9 34 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -255 -24.5 21 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -301.4 295.9 35 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -735.3 21.4 60 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 150.5 38.3 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 150.5 38.3 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1075.1 538 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 152.6 38.9 32 
2 
60 STIKL4 400 1.0248 -92.4 150.5 1 
 
400 -158.8 135.2 17 
   
409.92 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 8.4 35.2 3 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -342.6 -304.3 38 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 171.2 51.2 36 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 171.2 51.2 36 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0191 -83.1 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -729.9 -236.4 14 
   
779.6 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 729.9 236.4 38 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -91.4 83.5 1 
 
400 159.3 -164.8 19 





400 516.5 41.1 43 
      
2 
 
400 547.4 41.2 46 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -449.3 -456.1 54 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -32.4 - 1069.5 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -25.8 -998.9 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 50.2 -0.1 20 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 50.5 -0.1 20 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2582.3 255 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -91.9 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 343.1 300.3 37 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 281.3 308.5 34 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -264.2 -22.1 22 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -279.1 292 33 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -755.2 25.9 62 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 150.6 38.4 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 150.6 38.4 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1078.8 539 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 152.7 39 32 
65 
 























60 STIKL4 400 1.0248 -92.7 150.5 1 
 
400 -151.4 134.1 17 
   
409.91 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 1.6 37.1 3 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -342.6 -305.2 38 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 171 51.2 36 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 171 51.2 36 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0198 -82.8 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -685 -236.5 13 
   
780.14 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 685 236.5 36 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -91.7 83.5 1 
 
400 151.8 -164 19 





400 512.7 41.3 43 
      
2 
 
400 543.4 41.5 46 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -426.9 -462.2 53 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -35.9 - 1069.2 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -29 -998.6 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 50 -0.1 20 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 50.4 -0.1 20 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900.1 2586.5 255 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -92.2 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 343.1 301.3 37 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 287.7 308.1 34 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -273.3 -19.7 22 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -256.8 288.3 32 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -775.1 30.7 63 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 150.6 38.5 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 150.6 38.5 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1083.2 542 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 152.8 39.1 32 
4 
60 STIKL4 400 1.0246 -93.2 150.5 1 
 
400 -144.7 131.9 16 
   
409.84 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 -4.9 44.2 4 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -342.4 -310.6 38 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 170.8 51.5 36 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 170.8 51.5 36 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0177 -82.7 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -641.9 -218.3 12 
   
778.53 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 641.9 218.3 34 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -92.2 83.5 1 
 
400 145.1 -162 18 





400 509.3 41.7 43 
      
2 
 
400 539.7 41.8 45 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -404.7 -454.9 51 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -40.2 - 1068.9 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -33 -998.3 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 49.9 -0.1 20 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 50.2 -0.1 20 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2575.9 255 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -92.6 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 343 306.7 38 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 293.5 307.9 35 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -282.2 -9.6 23 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -236 289.5 31 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -792.9 61.9 65 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 150.7 39 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 150.7 39 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1132.3 566 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 152.9 39.5 32 
66 
 























60 STIKL4 400 1.0246 -93.5 150.5 1 
 
400 -137.4 130.8 16 
   
409.83 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 -11.7 46.3 4 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -342.5 -311.6 38 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 170.5 51.5 36 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 170.5 51.5 36 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0183 -82.4 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -597.2 -218.4 11 
   
778.99 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 597.2 218.4 32 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -92.6 83.5 1 
 
400 137.7 -161.3 18 





400 505.5 41.9 43 
      
2 
 
400 535.7 42.1 45 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -382.3 -460.1 50 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -43.7 - 1068.6 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -36.3 -998 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 49.7 -0.1 20 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 50.1 -0.1 20 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2579.1 255 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -93 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 343 307.8 38 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 299.9 307.5 35 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -291.3 -7 24 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -213.7 286.2 29 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -812.8 67.2 67 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 150.8 39.1 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 150.8 39.1 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1137.9 569 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 153 39.6 32 
6 
60 STIKL4 400 1.0245 -93.8 150.5 1 
 
400 -130 129.8 15 
   
409.81 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 -18.6 48.3 4 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -342.5 -312.7 38 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 170.3 51.5 36 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 170.3 51.5 36 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0188 -82.2 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -552.4 -218.3 10 
   
779.4 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 552.4 218.3 30 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -93 83.5 1 
 
400 130.3 -160.4 17 





400 501.7 42.1 42 
      
2 
 
400 531.7 42.3 45 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -359.8 -464.8 49 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -47.2 - 1068.3 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -39.6 -997.8 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 49.6 0 20 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 49.9 0 20 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2581.9 255 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -93.3 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 343.1 308.9 38 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 306.3 307.1 35 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -300.4 -4.3 25 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -191.5 283 28 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -832.7 72.7 68 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 150.9 39.2 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 150.9 39.2 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1144.1 572 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 153.1 39.7 32 
67 
 























60 STIKL4 400 1.0245 -94.2 150.5 1 
 
400 -122.6 128.7 15 
   
409.8 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 -25.5 50.5 4 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -342.6 -313.9 38 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 170 51.6 36 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 170 51.6 36 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0193 -82 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -507.6 -218.3 10 
   
779.76 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 507.6 218.3 28 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -93.4 83.5 1 
 
400 122.9 -159.6 17 





400 497.8 42.4 42 
      
2 
 
400 527.6 42.6 44 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -337.4 -469.1 48 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -50.7 - 1068 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -42.9 -997.5 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 49.4 0 20 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 49.8 0 20 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2584.3 255 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -93.6 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 343.1 310.1 38 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 312.7 306.8 36 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -309.6 -1.5 25 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -169.1 280.1 27 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -852.6 78.5 70 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 151 39.3 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 151 39.3 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1150.9 575 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 153.2 39.9 32 
8 
60 STIKL4 400 1.0245 -94.5 150.5 1 
 
400 -115.2 127.7 14 
   
409.78 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 -32.3 52.7 5 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -342.6 -315.1 38 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 169.8 51.6 35 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 169.8 51.6 35 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0197 -81.8 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -462.8 -218.1 9 
   
780.09 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 462.8 218.1 26 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -93.8 83.5 1 
 
400 115.5 -158.7 16 





400 494 42.6 42 
      
2 
 
400 523.6 42.9 44 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -315 -472.8 48 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -54.3 - 1067.7 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -46.2 -997.2 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 49.3 0 20 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 49.6 0 20 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2586.1 255 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -94 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 343.2 311.4 38 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 319.2 306.4 36 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -318.8 1.4 26 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -146.8 277.4 26 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -872.4 84.6 72 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 151.1 39.4 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 151.1 39.4 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1158.4 579 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 153.3 40 32 
68 
 























60 STIKL4 400 1.0244 -94.9 150.5 1 
 
400 -107.8 126.6 14 
   
409.77 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 -39.2 54.9 5 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -342.7 -316.3 39 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 169.6 51.7 35 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 169.6 51.7 35 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0201 -81.5 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -418 -218 8 
   
780.38 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 418 218 24 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -94.2 83.5 1 
 
400 108.1 -157.9 16 





400 490.2 42.8 41 
      
2 
 
400 519.5 43.2 44 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -292.6 -476.1 47 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -57.8 - 1067.4 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -49.5 -997 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 49.1 0 20 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 49.5 0 20 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2587.3 256 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -94.3 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 343.2 312.7 38 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 325.6 306.1 37 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -327.9 4.3 27 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -124.5 274.8 25 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -892.3 90.9 73 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 151.2 39.5 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 151.2 39.5 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1166.4 583 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 153.4 40.1 32 
10 
60 STIKL4 400 1.0244 -95.2 150.5 1 
 
400 -100.4 125.5 13 
   
409.75 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 -46.1 57.2 6 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -342.7 -317.7 39 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 169.3 51.7 35 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 169.3 51.7 35 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0204 -81.3 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -373.2 -217.7 8 
   
780.62 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 373.2 217.7 22 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -94.6 83.5 1 
 
400 100.7 -157 16 





400 486.4 43.1 41 
      
2 
 
400 515.5 43.4 43 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -270.1 -478.9 46 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -61.3 - 1067.1 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -52.8 -996.7 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 48.9 0 20 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 49.3 0 20 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2588 256 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -94.7 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 343.2 314 38 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 332 305.7 37 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -337.1 7.4 28 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -102.2 272.5 24 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -912.2 97.5 75 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 151.3 39.7 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 151.3 39.7 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1175.1 588 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 153.5 40.2 32 
69 
 























60 STIKL4 400 1.0243 -95.6 150.5 1 
 
400 -93 124.4 13 
   
409.74 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 -52.9 59.6 6 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -342.7 -319 39 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 169.1 51.8 35 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 169.1 51.8 35 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0207 -81.1 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -328.4 -217.5 7 
   
780.82 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 328.4 217.5 20 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -95 83.5 1 
 
400 93.3 -156 15 





400 482.5 43.3 41 
      
2 
 
400 511.4 43.7 43 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -247.7 -481.2 45 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -64.9 - 1066.8 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -56.1 -996.4 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 48.8 0.1 20 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 49.1 0.1 20 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2588.2 256 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -95.1 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 343.3 315.4 38 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 338.4 305.4 37 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -346.3 10.5 28 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -79.9 270.3 23 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -932.1 104.3 77 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 151.4 39.8 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 151.4 39.8 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1184.4 592 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 153.5 40.4 32 
12 
60 STIKL4 400 1.0243 -96 150.5 1 
 
400 -85.6 123.3 12 
   
409.72 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 -59.8 62.1 7 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -342.8 -320.5 39 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 168.8 51.8 35 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 168.8 51.8 35 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0209 -80.9 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -283.7 -217.1 6 
   
780.98 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 283.7 217.1 18 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -95.4 83.5 1 
 
400 85.9 -155.1 15 





400 478.7 43.6 40 
      
2 
 
400 507.4 44 43 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -225.3 -483 45 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -68.4 - 1066.5 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -59.4 -996.2 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 48.6 0.1 19 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 49 0.1 20 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2588 256 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -95.4 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 343.3 316.9 38 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 344.8 305.1 38 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -355.5 13.8 29 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -57.6 268.3 22 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -951.9 111.4 78 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 151.5 39.9 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 151.5 39.9 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1194.3 597 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 153.6 40.5 32 
70 
 























60 STIKL4 400 1.0242 -96.3 150.5 1 
 
400 -78.2 122.1 12 
   
409.7 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 -66.7 64.6 7 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -342.8 -322 39 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 168.6 51.9 35 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 168.6 51.9 35 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.021 -80.7 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -239 -216.7 6 
   
781.1 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 239 216.7 16 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -95.8 83.5 1 
 
400 78.5 -154.1 15 





400 474.9 43.9 40 
      
2 
 
400 503.3 44.3 42 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -202.9 -484.4 44 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -72.0 - 1066.2 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -62.7 -995.9 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 48.5 0.1 19 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 48.8 0.1 20 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2587.2 256 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -95.8 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 343.3 318.4 38 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 351.2 304.8 38 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -364.7 17.1 30 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -35.3 266.6 22 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -971.7 118.7 80 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 151.5 40.1 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 151.5 40.1 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1204.9 602 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 153.7 40.7 32 
14 
60 STIKL4 400 1.0242 -96.7 150.5 1 
 
400 -70.9 121 12 
   
409.68 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 -73.5 67.1 8 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -342.8 -323.5 39 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 168.4 52 35 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 168.4 52 35 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0211 -80.5 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -194.3 -216.3 5 
   
781.18 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 194.3 216.3 15 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -96.2 83.5 1 
 
400 71.1 -153.1 14 





400 471.1 44.1 40 
      
2 
 
400 499.3 44.6 42 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -180.5 -485.2 43 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -75.5 - 1065.9 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -66 -995.6 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 48.3 0.1 19 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 48.7 0.1 19 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2585.9 255 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -96.2 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 343.4 320 38 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 357.7 304.5 38 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -373.8 20.5 31 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -13 265 22 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -991.6 126.3 82 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 151.6 40.2 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 151.6 40.2 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1216 608 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 153.8 40.8 32 
71 
 























60 STIKL4 400 1.0241 -97.1 150.5 1 
 
400 -63.5 119.8 11 
   
409.66 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 -80.4 69.7 8 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -342.9 -325.1 39 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 168.1 52 35 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 168.1 52 35 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0212 -80.3 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -149.7 -215.8 5 
   
781.22 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 149.7 215.8 13 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -96.6 83.5 1 
 
400 63.7 -152.1 14 





400 467.3 44.4 39 
      
2 
 
400 495.3 44.9 42 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -158.2 -485.6 43 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -79.0 - 1065.6 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -69.3 -995.4 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 48.2 0.2 19 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 48.5 0.2 19 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2584.1 255 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -96.5 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 343.4 321.6 39 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 364.1 304.1 39 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -383 24 31 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 9.2 263.6 22 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -1011 134.1 83 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 151.7 40.4 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 151.7 40.4 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1227.7 614 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 153.9 41 32 
16 
60 STIKL4 400 1.0241 -97.5 150.5 1 
 
400 -56.2 118.7 11 
   
409.64 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 -87.2 72.4 9 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -342.9 -326.8 39 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 167.9 52.1 35 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 167.9 52.1 35 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0212 -80.1 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -105.1 -215.2 4 
   
781.21 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 105.1 215.2 12 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -97 83.5 1 
 
400 56.3 -151.1 14 





400 463.5 44.7 39 
      
2 
 
400 491.3 45.2 41 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -135.8 -485.6 42 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -82.6 - 1065.3 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -72.6 -995.1 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 48 0.2 19 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 48.3 0.2 19 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2581.7 255 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -96.9 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 343.4 323.3 39 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 370.4 303.8 39 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -392.2 27.6 32 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 31.5 262.4 22 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -1031 142.2 85 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 151.8 40.5 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 151.8 40.5 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1240.1 620 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 154 41.1 32 
72 
 























60 STIKL4 400 1.024 -97.8 150.5 1 
 
400 -48.8 117.5 11 
   
409.62 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 -94.1 75.2 10 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -342.9 -328.5 39 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 167.6 52.1 35 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 167.6 52.1 35 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0211 -79.9 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -60.6 -214.6 4 
   
781.17 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 60.6 214.6 11 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -97.5 83.5 1 
 
400 49 -150 13 





400 459.7 45 39 
      
2 
 
400 487.2 45.6 41 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -113.5 -485 42 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -86.1 - 1065 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -75.9 -994.8 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 47.8 0.2 19 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 48.2 0.2 19 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2578.9 255 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -97.3 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 343.5 325 39 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 376.8 303.6 40 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -401.4 31.3 33 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 53.7 261.4 22 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -1051 150.6 87 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 151.9 40.7 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 151.9 40.7 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1253.1 627 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 154.1 41.3 32 
18 
60 STIKL4 400 1.024 -98.2 150.5 1 
 
400 -41.5 116.4 10 
   
409.59 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 -100.9 78 10 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -342.9 -330.2 39 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 167.4 52.2 35 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 167.4 52.2 35 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.021 -79.7 0 58 KAPPA7 765 -16.2 -213.9 4 
   
781.08 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 16.2 213.9 11 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -97.9 83.5 1 
 
400 41.6 -149 13 





400 455.9 45.2 38 
      
2 
 
400 483.2 45.9 41 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -91.2 -484 41 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -89.6 - 1064.7 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -79.2 -994.6 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 47.7 0.2 19 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 48 0.2 19 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2575.6 255 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -97.7 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 343.5 326.8 39 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 383.2 303.3 40 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -410.5 35.1 34 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 75.8 260.6 22 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -1070 159.2 89 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 152 40.9 31 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 152 40.9 31 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1266.7 633 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 154.2 41.5 32 
73 
 























60 STIKL4 400 1.0239 -98.6 150.5 1 
 
400 -34.2 115.2 10 
   
409.57 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 -107.7 80.8 11 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -342.9 -332 39 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 167.2 52.3 35 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 167.2 52.3 35 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0209 -79.5 0 58 KAPPA7 765 28.2 -213.2 4 
   
780.96 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 -28.2 213.2 11 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -98.3 83.5 1 
 
400 34.3 -147.9 13 





400 452.2 45.5 38 
      
2 
 
400 479.2 46.2 40 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -69 -482.6 41 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -93.1 - 1064.4 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -82.5 -994.3 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 47.5 0.3 19 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 47.9 0.3 19 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2571.8 254 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -98.1 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 343.5 328.7 39 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 389.6 303 40 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -419.7 38.9 34 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 97.9 260 23 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -1090 168.1 90 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 152.1 41.1 32 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 152.1 41.1 32 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1280.9 640 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 154.3 41.6 32 
20 
60 STIKL4 400 1.0239 -99 150.5 1 
 
400 -26.9 114 10 
   
409.55 
 
31.5 459 FGROVE4 400 -114.5 83.7 11 
      
460 MULDR4 400 -343 -333.9 40 
      
92048 STIKL_D1 132 166.9 52.3 35 
      
92049 STIKL_D2 132 166.9 52.3 35 
70 OMEGA7 765 1.0206 -79.4 0 58 KAPPA7 765 72.4 -212.4 4 
   
780.79 
 
0 90026 OMEGA_D1 400 -72.4 212.4 11 
450 KOEBG4 400 1.01 -98.8 83.5 1 
 
400 27 -146.8 13 





400 448.4 45.8 38 
      
2 
 
400 475.3 46.5 40 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 -46.8 -480.6 40 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -96.7 - 1064.1 90 
      
610 ANKERLI4 400 -85.8 -994 84 
      
9086 KOEBG_D1 132 47.4 0.3 19 
      
9087 KOEBG_D2 132 47.7 0.3 19 
      
9875 KOEBG_1 24 -900 2567.5 254 
460 MULDR4 400 1.035 -98.5 220.3 60 STIKL4 400 343.5 330.6 39 
   
414 
 
58.5 455 ACAC4 400 395.9 302.7 41 
      
465 BACCH4 400 -428.8 42.9 35 
      
545 OMEGA4 400 120 259.5 23 
      
550 KAPPA4 400 -1110 177.2 92 
      
6001 MULDR_D1 132 152.2 41.2 32 
      
6003 MULDR_D3 132 152.2 41.2 32 
      
9194 MULD_SVC 13.5 0 1295.7 648 
      
91553 MULDR_D4 132 154.4 41.8 32 
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Appendix 3:  Voltage Stability Files 
Appendix 3.1: Parameter File 
          /Action control parameters 
CHNGCS    TRUE          /solve with load level increases 
CNTGCY    1                  /solve first level contingencies 
BASDSP    NODISP       /solve basecase with no generation redispatch 
CHNDSP    NODISP      /solve change cases with no generation redispatch 
CNTDSP    NODISP       /solve contingencies with no generation redispatch 
QVCRVS    0                   /generate QV curves every 5th load level as well as the last load 
level 
MRVSTP    0                  /perform modal analysis every 5th load level including the last 
load level 
CNVTLD    FALSE          /use present load models in base powerflow data 
CHKVLT    TRUE            /check voltage limits as specified below 
CHKFLW    TRUE          /check flow limits as specified below 
GNCPCR    FALSE         /use generator capability curves 
FLTSTR    FALSE          /use a flat start for the loadflow 
TOLBAS    0.19             /voltage deviation tolerance for the basecase.  <0 to bypass 
CONTPF    FALSE         /continue the PV curve using continuation power flow 
INSTPT    0                   /do not compute the NEAREST INSTABILITY POINT 
          /Limits and ratings 
DVINC1    0.05                /PU voltage increase for class 1 buses (defined by CUTVLM) 
DVDEC1    0.1                 /PU voltage devrease for class 1 buses 
DVINC2    0.05                /PU voltage increase for class 2 buses 
DVDEC2    0.1                 /PU voltage devrease for class 2 buses 
DVINC3    0.05                /PU voltage increase for class 3 buses 
DVDEC3    0.1                 /PU voltage devrease for class 3 buses 
          /CLS3BS             /class 3 busses; either numbers, names or ranges.  can be repeated 
CUTVLM    0.00          /buses greater than this and are not class 3 are class 1.  rest are 
class 3 
LNRATE    2                  /use rate 1 - 6.  -1 to use a rating file.  lines to be checked are 
specified 
                                      /by LSBRAR, LSBRNZ and LSBRBS below 
TFRATE    2                   /same as LNRATE for transformers. 
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          /Powerflow solution parameters 
QGNLMT    1               /respect gen reactive limits in pre and post contingencies 
TAPVAJ    0                  /don't adjust TRANSFORMER TAPS for VOLTAGE in pre or 
post contingency 
TAPQAJ    0                  /don't adjust TRANSFORMER TAPS for MVAR in pre or post 
contingency 
PHSPAJ    0                   /don't adjust phase shifters MW 
STCVAJ    0                   /don't adjust STC's (static tap changers) for voltage control 
STCQAJ    0                   /don't adjust STC's (static tap changers) for MVAR control 
SPSPAJ    0                   /don't adjust static phase shifters for MW control 
RANIAJ    0                   /don't adjust series compensation for MW control 
SVCSAJ    1                   /adjust SVC's/CONTINUOUS SHUNTS in pre and post 
contingency 
SWSHAJ    0                  /don't adjust switched shunts 
AINTAJ    0                    /don't adjust area interties 
MAXITR    100              /max number of powerflow iterations 
TOLRNC    5.0               /powerflow convergence tollerance MVA 
ACCFAC    0.9               /powerflow acceloration factor 
TOLVLT    1.E-2            /powerflow tollerance for PV bus voltage 
BLOWUP    5.0             /blowup voltage for powerflow divergence (PU) 
MAXITA    50                /maximum powerflow iterations for adjustments 
THRSHA    0.1              /powerflow adjustment threshold 
THRSHZ    1.E-5           /zero impedance threshold 
METHOD    2               /use BX method of fast decoupled powerflow 
          /Solution reporting parameters 
PRTBUS    TRUE         /print bus data 
PRTGEN    FALSE       /do not print gen data 
PRTGLT    FALSE        /do not print MVAr limited gen data 
PRTITF    FALSE          /do not print interface flows 
PRTCKT    FALSE        /do not print circuit flows 
PRTFLW    TRUE         /print rated branch flows 
PRTTRV    FALSE        /do not print adjusted ULTC for voltage control 
PRTTRF    FALSE        /do not print ULTC/phase shifter for flow control 
PRTSTP    FALSE        /do not print static tap changers 
PRTSCP    FALSE        /do not print series compensators 
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PRTSSH    FALSE        /do not print adjusted switched shunts 
PRTDCS    FALSE        /do not print the DC network solution report 
PRTAIN    FALSE         /do not print area interchanges 
PRTAGC    FALSE        /do not print AGC action results 
PRTECD    FALSE        /do not print economic dispatch results 
          /LSTSMZ           /list of zone numbers, ranges for zone summaries (can be 
repeated) 
          /LSTLSZ             /list of zone numbers, ranges for series and shunt losses 
          /Miscellaneous 
NAMEOP    FALSE       /bus numbers are used instead of names 
SELCTG    FALSE         /contingencies are analysed sequentially instead of by user 
SELQVC    FALSE         /QV CURVES are generated as in QV curve file instead of by 
user 
OUTVLM    0               /determines how much detail in output printouts 
SHTAPV    FALSE         /print ULTC's that move during powerflow itterations. 
(OUTVLM > 0) 
MAXVPC    10              /max number of violations to be printed per contingency 
          /Report range selection 
          /LSTARE             /list of areas for bus data, generation data ior MVAr limited gens 
          /LSTZON             /same 
LSTBUS  60 
LSTBUS  450 
LSTBUS  455 
LSTBUS  460 
LSTBUS  1042              /LSBRAR             /list of lines/transformers for which LIMITS 
ARE CHECKED and printed 
             /LSBRZN          /list of zones for which branch limits are checked and printed 
LSBRBS  60 
LSBRBS  450 
LSBRBS  455 
LSBRBS  460 






Appendix 3.2: Load Level Increase File 
 
LDINCR  'Base.psf'      /case name 
INISTP  100          /initial step increase 
CUTSTP  0.01             /cutoff step increase (will stop at least 10MW from nose) 
MAXINC  2000            /stop after 2000MW increase or voltage collapse 
        /List of areas to be increased.  One per line 
        /LDAREA  1                  /Lowveld CLN 
        /List of zones to be increased.  One per line 
        /LDZONE XX                   
        /List of buses to be increased.  One per line 
LDBUSS  60 
LDBUSS  450 
LDBUSS  455 
LDBUSS  460 
LDBUSS  1042 
SAVLAS  FALSE /TRUE  /save the last converged loadflow in PSF format 
/List of bus voltages to monitor for PV curves.  One per line 
LSBSVL 610  /Ankerlig4 
LSBSVL 450  /Koeberg 
LSBSVL 60  /Stikland4 
LSBSVL 460  /Muldersvlei4 
LSBSVL 465  /Bacchus4 
LSBSVL 550  /Kappa4 
LSBSVL 375  /Hydra4 
LSBSVL 58  /Kappa7 
LSBSVL 55  /Gamma7 
LSBSVL 75  /Hydra7 
 
LSCRPF 'ANKERLI-KOEBG-1' 























Appendix 3.3: Interface File 
 
CRCUIT 'ANKERLI-KOEBG-1' 
610 450 '1' 
CRCUIT 'KOEBG-ACAC-1' 
450 2 '1' 
2 455 '1' 
CRCUIT 'KOEBG-OMEGA' 
450 2   '1' 
2   545 '1' 
CRCUIT 'KOEBG-STIKL' 
450 1 '1' 
1   60 '1' 
CRCUIT 'OMEGA-MULDR' 
545 460 '1' 
CRCUIT 'OMEGA-KAPPA-1' 
70 58 '1' 
CRCUIT 'STIKL-MULDR' 
60 460 '1' 
CRCUIT 'STIKL-FGROVE' 





Appendix 3.4: Contingency File 
 
CNTGCY 'Posdn_Pembr4' 1 1 
OUTBRN  1282 1194 '1' /Poseidon-Pembroke 1 400kV Line 
CNTGCY 'Grtvl-Lnder4' 1 1 
OUTBRN  100 325 '1' /Grootvlei-Leander 1 400kV Line 
CNTGCY 'Grtvl_Perss4' 1 1 
OUTBRN  100 335 '1' /Grootvlei Perseus 400kV Line 
CNTGCY 'Hydra_Beta4' 1 1 
OUTBRN  1030 337 '1' /Hydra Beta 400kV Line 
CNTGCY 'Lnder_Perss4' 1 1 
OUTBRN  325 335 '1' /Leander Perseus 400kV Line 
CNTGCY 'Hydra_Posdn4' 1 1 
OUTBRN  375 16 '1' /Hydra Poseidon 400kV Line 
CNTGCY 'Delphi_Posdn4' 1 1 
OUTBRN  375 16 '1' /Delphi Poseidon 400kV Line 
CNTGCY 'Beta_Delphi4' 1 1 
OUTBRN  337 14 '1' /Beta Delphi 400kV Line 
CNTGCY 'Hydra_Droer4' 1 1 
OUTBRN  375 23 '1' /Hydra Droer 400kV Line 
CNTGCY 'Zeus-Merc7' 1 1 
OUTBRN  65 45 '1' /Zeus Mercury 765kV Line 
CNTGCY 'Merc-Perss7' 1 1 
OUTBRN  45 35 '1' /Mercury Perseus 765kV Line 
CNTGCY 'Beta-Perss7' 1 1 
OUTBRN  85 35 '1' /Beta Perseus 765kV Line 
CNTGCY 'Perss_Hydra7' 1 1 
OUTBRN  35 75 '1' /Perseus Hydra 765kV Line 
CNTGCY 'Perss_Gamma7' 1 1 
OUTBRN  35 55 '1' /Perseus Gamma 765kV Line 
CNTGCY 'Gamma_Kappa7' 1 1 
OUTBRN  55 58 '1' /Gamma Kappa 765kV 1 
CNTGCY 'Hydra_Gamma7' 1 1 
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OUTBRN  75 55 '1' /Gamma Kappa 765kV 1 
CNTGCY 'Alpha_Beta7' 1 1 
OUTBRN  80 19 '1' /Alpha Beta 765kV 1 
CNTGCY 'Kappa_Omega7' 1 1 
OUTBRN  58 70 '1' /Kapa Omega 765kV 1 
CNTGCY 'Apollo_Songo' 1 1 
CUTLOD 1676 743.6 -437.9 
CNTGCY  'Koeberg_Unit_2' 1 1 











Figure 16: Phase shifting transformer angle set at -20° 
 
 











































































Figure 18: Phase shifting transformer angle set at -16° 
 
 










































































Figure 19: Phase shifting transformer angle set at -12° 
 
 










































































Figure 21:Phase shifting transformer angle set at -8° 
 
 











































































Figure 23:Phase shifting transformer angle set at -4° 
 
 










































































Figure 25: No phase shifting transformer 
 
 











































































Figure 27:Phase shifting transformer angle set at +4° 
 
 












































































Figure 29: Phase shifting transformer angle set at +8° 
 
 












































































Figure 31: Phase shifting transformer angle set at +12° 
 
 












































































Figure 33: Phase shifting transformer angle set at +16° 
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Abstr«:r: Ia ,..y ~ t:rala!ai.s:s:i power 
~with utworics .,-er~aid .-.6 JUcta« \'oltiCf 
t:ra:as:alli.ssa ti:Ms. P'C*tr fl,ows w t p rtchflorai.aed 
by 11M ...... orlt ................. ""'"'"" caaut 
bt c•tr.utd.. UsuDy ~ art dfol.·ehptd 
ibtiaJJy esill& ctrt::aia tn:asllllissioa 1-.lta~ ud 
..- ltsur ud ltsstr i8p""-uDats ia Ollt 
t::raas.&n: art realized, ~ ,.olt*&'H art 
iatrodllced.. If tW wtw•t. tbi o:ists Wort tigW:r 
"~ ~twt is st:r-:, P""tr..,. chost 
to ftow ia tat ~ ud 8D.s aay leld fl) a strioes 
udtntiliza.OO. Clf tH atWtt. ups- \"Oita:t ius. 
Pbst Uiftia& trusfl)tllltr cu pron t• bt a .stfal 
toCIII anbbW t o tht tnmsmi:s:sioa systtm .,-.atw 
.r &e at.n dtsaibtd systt.- ,. acmt'ft illpro\-.ci 
sttady statt po•tr t:raas&r- apability ad ,.olta:t 
stability. !tis en bt acti«td wJata ~ pU.w 
Uifti~~& trusfonlutn art .timed ia S.U a -....-:r 
tbt tltlt prtdtttnllliaM pn-« O.WS an rtdffiaed 
to fehw set t:ra:as:alissi&a pat.bs. This pap6 
pre.ud:s U.Ub:O.. st.tits Ptf{o~td • a 
IIKWodt all:ilritia: ckanrct«istics of t1w syru.t 
ckscribfd ~ ud propews &t pb$4' .siD:ftilt: 
t:raasf«Dtr te bt a .sthl tMI toW'Il'd:s Mtama: 
illlprond JM*'tf systtla ut«ork pufonDUCt. 
~'IHTb: /JHql(lfl• l·~ .stdilirJ'~ S}'JI«M 
~plwst slliJ'I:in6 tTGttf•n.tr. 
L ~OD~OS 
Tbe bask aim of enry elearic power 
sysmn is to tra:mpOrt elecuidry from the 
elearicity gt'OI!nli:ug pl::&ms llihete,.-er tbey are 
located to load ceoaes in a reliable, secure and 
cost efiic:iem man:oer. This ta.sk is e\W becCX!liag 
diflkult because of eariroomeutal coac:erus and 
Joag times it takes to get rigl:a of ways for 
bailding l::leW iofrasttucrure. Tbe tl'8DSDJis.s.iO 
powo< S)'S12ID is pb.m>ed, des(_elled, buih aJld 
operated such rb:at it remains 'Witbil1 c:etttiD 
tberm:al, '\:olrage md srabiliry limils under a 'Wide 
variety of cooditioos such as caat:il:J.uous 
variatioo. iD load, equipmeal: faihtre aod or 
tiD;l\--aibbility, ctim:aric :md od:Let t)pes of 
cooctmons. 
As power transmission nem;orks are 
dewJoped. trmsmiss:ion lioes are coostrucled at 
certain high wltage le\'e-ls. As bad demalJd 
ioc:reases., !llCft and more of these tines are 
added tmtil a poiat is reached wtere any addition 
of tbe liDes • tbe wlcage used in tbe ctU7'1!!1.t 
sceoario do DO( any longer )ield acceptable leu! 
of improwment in tbe rnnsmissjoo apaciry. 
At tbis jtmettu:e, utilities in otdes" to ilxruse 
tbe tra1lSfef- capacity, ~ e\"l!D higher 
l<'Oltag-e tra.nsmission liDes in pa:rallel wilh the 
lioes that exisred before to tty to obtain better 
impro\.'ema:sts in tbe aansfer aparity created. 
\\1beo power fJows bem·eeo nro systems: or 
bases ill tbe electrical power system, there is 
l<'Oltag-e drop and a phase aagle shift benwen tbe 
source md the load lhat depends upon the 
l:rdgnirude aDd pol\W factor of the load ctU7'1!!1.t 
(1-3]+ lft:bese buses or systems are c~ by 
r«o or !DCil'e parallel paths that are a result of 
similar power syslem de\-elopmem as descn"bed 
abow any differeoce in tbe impedmces of these 
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parallel paths will cause loop flows a:od or 
tmbalaoced loading on tbe system as a result o f 
power flow predominatttly flowiug in tbe knnr 
le\-el \--oltage transmission lioes. Io fact, if the 
original system o f !.iDes at lower \'Oltages is 
strOGlger, disproportionate amount o f power may 
flow tbrougb it, l-eading to complete 
tmdenuilization o f tbe oewer, biglw voltage 
tiDes. 
Purtbmoore, tbe UDbalanced loading o f the 
differem ttmsmiss3on !.iDes results in one o f the 
parallel paths reachiDg its timits before the 
othen. Wben this occurs DO more additiooal 
power can be ttamimed tbrougb tbe corridor 
any looger, resulriDg in the 0\•eraU c-apability o f 
the coaidor DOt being fully anlised. 
lD reference(4 ) it was shown that tbe use o f 
phase shifting ttaosiormets to shift power Ow · 
from lower to bigber \--olta.ge l.e\•el ttaosmission 
~ wlwe they run paralle~ could pm.1e to be 
very useful in imprO\'ing tbe \--olta.ge stability 
limit of a conidor as the higber voltage 
trausmission lioes possess l:ri,gber reacti\~t J)Ol\~tr 
needed in tbe transmissioo o f more acti\•e power. 
Purtbmoore, it was sbolW that the ttaoW o f 
power as described above will lead to less 
system losses as the lower \'Oltage level 
trausmission lines will be tra:os:mittillg Jess pol\>a 
thereby red.uc:ing cwrem flowing in tbese 
transmission lioe~ and impro\'ing tbe sharing o f 
power between ail lines. These improvements are 
also aided by tbe fact that bigber voltage 
transmission lines requ:iie less ctn!'ettt for the 
same quardity of power trallSDlitted. 
2 
Unlities wheo faced wiib situ:ati001S 
descnOed above, tbey employ poll-er flow 
cootrolling de\i.ces to force pOl\>a flo\\• as 
desired to increase the anliz.arion of the pol\-er 
system oetwotk and or defer bwl.diDg oew 
infrastructure. As described earti.er the poll-er 
flow iD any pol\-er system oem.wk foUO\\'S path 
predete.rmin.ed by the system's impedance 
c:baracterisrics. But if a poll·er flow cODttOllillg 
such as a phase shifting ttansfwoers is utilised a 
predete.rmin.ed paib, for instance, path 3 which is 
at higlw- voltag_e in Figure 1 below c-an be made 
to take the majority of tbe power flow rather path 
l or:!. 
PST 
This paper aims to presem simulation 
stUdies that im•esrigated the impro\-ement of 
power flows and \--oltage stability o f South 
Africa' s Cape corridor by reconfig_uring the 
active pol\-er flows at its rec:eh 'ing end u;iDg 
p~w< smfliog 1m>Sformen. Pbase sbiftillg 
ttansfotmerS are oue of the power flow 
cootrolling de\ices that bave existed for a long 
period of time, and tbe aim of this paper is to 
present results of how tbey can be used to 
irl¥0\'e ttaoW capacity of a coaidor with lines 
in parallel aDd at differem \--olta.ges. 
Section n of this paper desc:nOes briefly the 
South African poll-er system, and parricularly the 
Cape cotridor. Section m describes tbe 
mecbodology that was adopted in doing poll-er 
system analysis to evaluate the impact o f the 




.... ...to. A briu descripdcm or bow r11e phase 
sbiftiq tnDSformers were modelled in the 
sirnuUdOD software is tu11de iD Secrioo IV. 
Sectioo V presems the results of tbe dmulatiocs 
m:1 m Stctl.oa V coochlsioos of dW: smdy are 
modo. 
n. CAPE CORIUDOll 
n. $owta Africa poaw S}"'lffD i I ODt of dJe 
),;pJy de\ .. loped me>bed ODd fDIAIDStly tuilisecl 
power ~ it n:uks se\"'Uib iD lbe wodd m 
wnu of power sales aod potraM more 1hao 
W\'t!DI)' ptrunt of po\\u p.otraad io tbe Sul> 
SabanD A.trica (51. It co.as.Uu of major Load 
cf':Db'tl touM in cemral :md c(MdQI .-us m tbe 
east. tOlD md 'AS[ of tbl! CQIIIItty. It is bKaase 
of dat n:isrtDce of tt:.ese cbsmll ~ dDt it 
cOilSim of hipJ.y det'tloptd COft'idon soc:b as 
... c.p. corridor. Set Fipn l ......... The 
Soutb AfriUD Cape cortickxr C·ODiim of pmllel 
400 aod 76.S kV system that tlrry poww from 
tbe North BaS'!tiU pan of 1M coumry, where 
UL STtlDY METHODOLOGY 
Tbl poMr system si.moladoas were catried 
out udn; Po\\w Systt:m Simulator for 
~ (PSSIE) Softw1ro. n. So..m 
AfibD power system D«Ur'CCk cbtl as e:tertd 
- 111o oot!woa pocbp. no pon;ao sbo'oio; 
r11ec.ptc-.~111e-<ti2pam 
of 400 aDd 765 kV parallel bDn,. is ~ iD 
Fig>n l. Tho p!we sbiftill& .. ostarmers .,. 
sbowu m thjs diJ;gram ~d fc cbe nerwork at 
l 
moP of tbe poww S)'tWm lll'.llltnton are locued 
[6). 
The system was miliaJty developed at km'tr 
\'Oltlps aod as tbt l)'lttm load demand 
iDaHstd, the aacsmi.ssioD tiDes wut 0\UJ.aid 
widl rile 76S t V liDos _.a.c m poaJlel -
cbl 400 tV tm~smimc. tiDH (6). Tbe cor:ridla 
D"bit si:mihr powtr I)"SSI!ll1 cetll'<d 
cblncRiislics dtsc:Jibed llbO\-e where powu 
flow is pcedeteu:uiued. b)' the characmis:rics of 
tbl power system aod tbl impedances of tbe 
trmmU.ssion tilles. Tbe corridor bas more po\\'t:C 
flowiD& in tbe 400 kV ratblr cbe hig,ber 765 kV 
\"O!mp mmsrrrissjon ti..DtL 'Ibis ~ ~ to tilt: 
bip. -rolta!!e a"lYTrisdca (~ ~ U'I'J 
-.h 'CDder -milised.. n. 111\"'f:'Ki;p:tioD. that Wlll 
be tmied om will asH't tbt impact of moriD& 
men power from tbe 400 tv liDH to me 76.S t V 
c.onidor usin& pbne ihiftin& ttansfor:mtn 
located ~o tbe 400 t V liMs at the eDd of th.U 
corridor, as showuFipt J. 
, ............ . 
l"J'tY\ o""' ' 
cbt eod of tbe 165 kV corridor, i.e., at Omt:p 
subsurioD ooce the 76S kV lt: D"'n.Sful'IDtd to 400 
tV. 
A. PM:• S1Ufting T>v..,._ Modollilfz 
tbe p!we sbiftill& """fixmor in PSSIE is 
~ as a rwo IIIDdl aaa:smcwa ml Ill 
\tlemW apa0ry speaMd aEI)y CGCf' a&: tbt 
bt;irmizl:. of tbt DlCW'(IIk draliing. Tbt 
lq>tdmte of the rracs:forma" is also requited. by 
cbt model. Tbe:rt is a fit&d lllat requires the pb.ast 
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shifter angle, and this em be \wled manually by 
the user of the software or amomaricaUy by the 
soh-are itself. For tbese studies, cena.in angles 
were cbo5en and \•aried by tbe user for various 
sc:enaxios srudied. Tbe location of the phase 
shifting transformer is sbowo in Figure 3 below. 
B. Loottflcw Srudits 
LoadfJow studies were nm and po\\-er flows 
at the lower and bigber \'Oltage transmission 
Jines \\'He IDOG:litored as the phase sbiftiog 
transformer angie was cbanged aDd these were 
compared with the base case where there was oo 
phase shifl:ing aaosiormer employed io the 
power system oerwork. To assess the impact of 
the phase shifting ttallS!Olllle'S on loadflo~ 
cotri.doocs Al, A2, A3 and B, as sho\\u in Fig_ure 
3, were monitored. Tbe idea is that by 
manipulating tbe phase shifting ttansfwmer, the 
Rows in corridor Al, A2 and A3 c.a.o be reduced 
in suc:b a mamw that fiO\\' in corridor B is 
iDaeosed. 
C. Yo/tag• Stability Srudits 
For volta.ge stability studies, tbe e.n:tire Cape 
system load iocremmts were doa.e iD steps of 
100 MW for differeat coating:eocies. Various 
coating:eocies involving loss of a single LiDe or a 
single g_~tor or a single ttam:former were 
4 
studied to evaluate the system ·voltage stability 
limits for these conditioos. Tbe srudies were 
repeated for various settings of the phase sbiftillg 
aaosior'm8 angles. 
D. Sj<st¢11'1 Los.s41s 
The system losses were also moDitored for 
ibe system healthy coDditioos only for \·arious 
sceoarios srudied, i.e., for a case before tbe use 
of phase sbiftiog aaosiormen and fw cases 
where they \\'He used (at \·arious angles). 
IV. DISCUSSIONOFRESULTS 
..4. Loodft<¥14'S 
The moults of the loadftows are summarised 
in Table 1 below. It is showo that utiliz:ation of 
ibe phase shifting tl'8ll.S10llll8 resulted in ibe 
power flow beiog moved more and more ooto 
ibe bigber voltage aaosmission tiDes as the phase 
shifting aaosiormer angle was varied. As ibe 
aogle was varied fur1b8 the power flow was 
increasing oo the bigber vol~e transmission 
conidor it was discovered that tbe power was 





'I able 1: Load:flows., Systl!mLosses aDd Volrage Smb:iliry at Diffemn PST Artgles 
Scenario 400kV 400kV 400 kV 
Corridor Corridor CorridO< 
A1 IU A3 
Base 
Case No 
PST 856 388 -188 
0 851 4 15 -183 
3 866 601 - 145 
6 an 799 -107 
-3 848 223 -220 
-6 840 3 1 -256 
-9 833 -160 -293 
-12 821 -349 -330 
-15 823 -536 -367 
-17 809 -<167 -397 
B. Yollag" stability 
In tbe simalarioa o f \-olt:age smbil:iry ~ 
the phase sb:i.fl:ing tr.msfOllller :aagles lWre nried 
and tbe \'Oltag,e stability limit n!ues obtaioed at 
each setting. fcx \ 'lrioos cooringpnries., with the 
load iDcteased • aU tbe areas being supplied by 
die Cape conidar. 
Tbe load ar: the eod of tbe coaidor arus was 
incteased in steps of 100 MW 10 a level wbere 
dlefe was sysm:ra collapse. Tbe \ :oha;ge sm.bility 
limir u.llJ!'s obrained are as s:boltll iD Table 1. 
Tbe \'Olta;t' sa.bility limil l'alnes decreased as 
die phose slriftiDg ttmsfi>""" aogje "" 
incteased pos.itiw.ly as IDCil'e :md more pc:raw 
\\'as being tr:msfeaed d:rougb the 400 k V 
trtnsmissYm tiDes. The values i:ocreased as 
power was beiag trmsfemd Uough tbe 765 kV 
trtnsmis:sign lioes 
c. S):sm. loss.ti 
Durin; the abo\:e sfnm':ttion,. me pc:ra·a 
sysmrn losses lWrt also ooced for tbe base case 
as W'ftll as for the differmr an:;Je settiogs of the 
phose slriftiDg tmlSf"""""-
Tbe reJationship be,., ... tbe phose slriftiDg 
- mgles """ tlw sysoem -.. 
obta:ined is sbowu in Table 1. Tbe losses 
illaeased as the phase slriftiDg tn.l1Sfurmer angJ. 
was incte:ased posit:inly and decreased as the 
aogje was ..ned oepti\-ely. 
5 
SUM 400 765-400 System Voltage 
kV kV Losses Sta!MI;ty 
Corridors Corrid or Limit 
8 
1056 13 10 1346 294 
1089 12n 1346 294 
1328 1040 1361 275 
1569 803 1376 256 
851 15 14 1337 306 
6 15 1751 1329 313 
380 1987 1324 325 
148 = 1320 325 
-80 2453 1319 331 
-254 2631 1317 331 
The ktsses became Jess as the D:IIOOCe power 
flow ..... made .. flow tbrougll die ~ 
\<'Obag_e tnnsm•ssi<n ti:t:Jes ra.tb6 than i:D me 
101Rf \'Ohage mu:JSUlission tmes. ID faa, me 
losses were reduced to abcu 29 MW as tbe angle 
was sbif!lrd by 17°. Tbis is wortb aboat R600 
million rmd in termS of 6.tw:lcial worth of losses 
0\-W 25 years, based on tbe aswmprions used in 
_.._ 
V. CONCLUSION 
The study bas showa tbat tbe phose slriftiDg 
ttm>fotmer can be used 10 impro\--e tbe \"'hag,e 
stability limit of a corridor coosisting o f a set o f 
many p;ttallft lines 0\1erlaid with feu.-er, higher 
\<'Obag_e l:i:oes. This is acbie\--ed by moving l:I:Kft 
power to tbe bigiJel- vob::age tiDes drouP- tbe 
adjttStmeU.t o f tbe phase sbiftet angle. 
The calculation o f w ltage stab.ility limits 
does show dw tbe toallf8.US:fer capability o f tbe 
cOIIIpOSile neta'Olk, i e., oerwcd: 0\1!rla:id aith a 
bigber wltage tt*nsmission line, em be 
iupo\w by relitKtiDg of J>O"'!< ro 111e bigbet 
\<'Obag_e mm.smissioo. tine, as illitially ~ 
In dDs puticulu smdy, tbe depoe of tbe 
total improvemem is :oot as high as expected, aDd 
based oo. other md: dooe io this oenrork in tbe 





the receivin& end caooot matcb the capacity of 
dlt DlAhl utrwor1c corridor, btDCI 1 rllad,.'lly 
lowtr impro\'tmtnt to tllt trtosrtr th.ao trpKttd.. 
This will be a subjec.t o r fuztber ill\'tsrip.tioo. 
FioaUy, the study bas sbo'\\'D W t, in addition 
to i•on~ment iD voltage stability, tbe proposed 
CODCtpl rtDliHd 1n1jor rtducdoc iD Sl\'i%1,1 iD 
lontt., " itb t.~a.udal fi1111od.al aod 
ell\iroamewal beoefits. 
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